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This is the moment we work for. The silence that 
fills the room just after the perfect meal is served. 
It’s proof that the countless hours, designing, 
crafting, testing; reinventing the way kitchens 
work was worth every last minute. Here’s to you, 

the host, the chef, the happy guests. 
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Spotlight: India

F
alling on 10 November this 
year, Deepavali, or the Festival 
of Lights, is the biggest and 

brightest festival in India, and is widely 
celebrated across the globe. Here in 
Singapore, expect a riot of colours to light 
up a bustling Little India district and a 
mélange of tastes and textures to grace 
the dining tables of any Indian restaurant. 

To aid you in your celebrations, we 
sussed out the restaurants with the best 
Deepavali offerings (page 25) as well as 
where to get the tastiest butter chicken in 
town (page 20). Fancy cooking up your 
own feast? Head to our Entertaining and 
Masterclass columns, where we get chefs 
from the top local Indian restaurants to 

Indian royalty (page 92) or make your 
own  (page 104).

In this issue, we take the opportunity 
to throw the spotlight onto the long-
historied and culturally-diverse cuisine 
of India, as it navigates its way onto the 

by the successes of Vikas Khanna (page 

their award-winning restaurants that 
serve up modern interpretations of  
Indian cuisine. 

Also looking to make its mark 
internationally is India’s nascent wine 
industry. We check in with a new wave of 
ambitious wine makers, who are carving 
out an identity and learning – from 
much trial and error – how best to grow 
vines and produce top-quality wines in 
a relatively young and geographically 
challenging wine region (page 72).

FROM THE EPICURE TEAM
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DESMOND LIM’s maiden assignment was shooting for a German family restaurant. The 
photos never did get used, but it hasn’t stopped him from capturing more food images ever since. 
He shoots with brightness, contrast and saturation in mind so you’ll never see his shots gussied 

use with leather-crafting work. 

“My favourite Indian food is biryani. 
Not only is it tasty and rich with 

generally sizeable enough to give me 
enough energy to get through a full 
day of shoots.”

JAVED AHAMAD commenced his culinary journey when he was just 19, and 12 years 

renowned Indian restaurants. Now as the corporate chef at Punjab Grill, he specialises in 
creating unique Indian dishes for the Singaporean palate. In this issue’s Entertaining, he shares 
recipes highlighting some of India’s 
most prized produce.  

“I’ve had many extravagant Indian 
meals in my life but I’ll always go 

 
like dish of lamb simmered with lentils 

JENNY TAN has been contributing wine articles for the past decade. She is constantly 

from. In her free time, she judges at wine competitions in countries such as Germany, Italy and 
Korea. 

“The most memorable Indian wine I’ve 
had is Sula Vineyard’s Chenin Blanc. 

and I tasted it blind. This was about 

it was from India – everyone thought 

even France. That was a revelation of 
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  SUJÁN RAJMAHAL 
PALACE, JAIPUR

Who says luxury and quirk can’t co-exist? Set in the 
heart of India’s Pink City, the cheerily-hued SUJÁN 

Rajmahal Palace, Jaipur is a celebration of Indian design 
in all its majestic beauty. Originally built in 1729 by 

the Maharaja of Jaipur, this former palace has housed 
Indian royalty and hosted luminaries such as the Duke 

of Edinburgh. Last year, luxury hospitality group 
SUJÁN reopened the palace as an all-suite hotel; each 
suite is attended to by a smartly-suited personal butler. 

The design elements, by accomplished designer Adil 
Ahmad, encompass the use of traditional royal motifs, 

family crests, sensuous fabrics and Old World art pieces. 
The combination of classic architecture and the designer’s 

modern sensibility has culminated in a colour palette 
of soft pastels – cool blues, seafoam greens and dusty 

pinks – and an eclectic sense of style. Furnishing details 
include intricate chandeliers, mirrored ceilings and a 

stunning marble staircase that lend a touch of opulence.  
Rates start from S$1,048 per night. Sardar Patel Marg, C 

Scheme, Jaipur, Rajasthan 302001, India. Tel: +91 141 414 3000  

www.sujanluxury.com
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Butter Chicken

EPICURE’S  

TOP 10
O

ne of the most iconic dishes in Indian cuisine, butter chicken – or murgh 
makhni in Hindi – is said to have originated in the 1950s at the Moti Mahal 
restaurant in Old Delhi. Its simple, highly adaptable make-up of tandoor-

cooked chicken in a rich, tangy tomato cream sauce makes it a popular mainstay in 
Indian restaurants from Tokyo to Turin. The epicure
islandwide to bring you our top 10 picks in Singapore.

PUNJAB GRILL
Some like it rich. If that’s your preference, then 

Punjab Grill’s version of butter chicken (below) 

won’t disappoint. Garlic-laced cashew cream 

is stirred into tomato purée and chilli powder 

to get a chunky, sunset orange gravy served 

over tandoor-baked chicken. A sprinkle of 

dried fenugreek adds an extra pizzazz to the 

otherwise nutty flavours. Attentive service staff 

regularly glide over to help with extra servings. 

#B1-01A The Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands, 2 

Bayfront Avenue. Tel: 6688 7395

THE CURRY 
CULTURE 
SINGAPORE
Their three-year-old Cuppage outlet was 

packed with guests when we visited during 

dinner on a weekend. The murgh makhni 

arrived piping hot in a handi, or traditional 

North Indian pot. We detected hints of 

pleasant tang from the yoghurt and tomato 

purée; the fenugreek, butter and cream 

elevated the aroma of the mild curry. Despite 

the gravy's thick and velvety texture, it wasn't 

too overwhelming, and the generous slabs of 

chicken were moist with a hint of smokiness 

from the grill. Needless to say, we polished 

off all that golden goodness with our fluffy 

saffron basmati rice. Cuppage Terrace, 31 

Cuppage Road. Tel: 6235 6133

THE SONG OF 
INDIA
More fragrant and fiery red than 

most variations, The Song of India’s 

Chicken Tikka Khas Makhani (left) 

tops our list for its roasty, robust 

flavour. The tomatoes are first 

oven-baked before they are puréed, 

coaxing sweet, sundried tomato-

esque notes into the satin-smooth 

gravy. Only spring chicken cutlets 

are used, hence the noticeably 

juicier morsels of meat. 33 Scotts 

Road. Tel: 6836 0055

TABLE BY 
RANG MAHAL
This deep yellow-hued Butter 

Chicken checks all the right boxes 

in the flavour department, but 

it is the chicken meat that is its 

definitive clincher. Bite-sized 

chunks of chicken thigh are first 

oven-baked then simmered in  

tangy tomato gravy till they are 

juicy and fall-off-the-fork tender. 

$24 gets you a generously sized 

portion and a smart casual 

ambience suited for corporate 

entertaining. 41 Seah Street.   

Tel: 6403 6005
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EPICURE PAID FOR ITS OWN REVIEW. THE ESTABLISHMENTS 
CHOSEN ARE NOT IN ORDER OF MERIT.

SHAHI MAHARANI 
NORTH INDIAN 
RESTAURANT
Since opening in 1997, Shahi Maharani has 

become an institution for Indian fine dining, 

and it’s easy to see why locals, businessmen 

and tourists flock there. Their recipe for 

Chicken Mukhanwala (above) is mostly 

textbook perfect, but with one significant 

difference: the restaurant eschews tradition 

by doing away with honey or sugar to 

sweeten the gravy. Instead, they rely on the 

natural sweetness of onions and tomatoes 

to give the decadent curry that subtle 

saccharine punch it needs. Chicken leg is 

also initially undercooked in the tandoor to 

ensure that the meat comes out tender after 

simmering in the sauce. #03-21B Raffles City 

Shopping Centre, 252 North Bridge Road.  

Tel: 6235 8840 

ZAFFRON KITCHEN
Dining at Zaffron Kitchen can be quite an 

intense experience – the restaurant flaunts an 

open kitchen, so customers are privy to the 

sight of chefs cooking up a storm. The smell 

of spices also wafts around the space and 

clings to your clothes. But that got us even 

more in the mood for our butter chicken, 

which the restaurant executed perfectly. 

Succulent chunks of cubed meat rest snugly 

on a bed of rich, creamy sauce, its mild 

sweetness elevated with a drizzle of yoghurt. 

137 East Coast Road. Tel: 6440 6786 

PIND BALLUCHI BAR & GRILL
This contemporary restaurant’s take on the North Indian chicken dish is well-executed. Roasted 

chicken strips are simmered in an amber gravy of creamy tomato, and served with a drizzle of cream 

for added richness. It is buttery and smooth, like silk on the palate, and packs a mouthful of flavour. 

#01-15, 3B River Valley Road. Tel: 6337 7350

RAS THE ESSENCE OF INDIA
The flavour of the butter chicken here is on the sweeter side and packs more heat than most. One 

can distinctly taste the base of onion and tomato with masala, as the cream and butter has been 

toned down. Mixed with the spicy red gravy are succulent chunks of grilled fowl in bite-sized pieces.  

#01-05A, 3D River Valley Road. Tel: 6837 2800

TANDOOR
Their yoghurt-and-chilli-marinated chicken is bathed in a velvety red pool of salted butter, coriander, 

fenugreek, cashew paste and tomatoes. Cooked on skewers in a tandoor, the chicken boasts a deep, 

slightly caramelised flavour. Even though the serving is small compared to some others we’ve tried, 

their version is stunning in its richness and depth of flavour, so the small portion is enough to satisfy. 

Basement 1, Holiday Inn Singapore Orchard City Centre, 11 Cavenagh Road. Tel: 6733 8333

YANTRA
With white tablecloths, 

elegant furnishings, 

and wine shop Soma, 

it’s only natural 

that we entered 

Yantra with high 

expectations. True 

enough, they didn’t 

disappoint. Their 

Murgh Makhni (left) 

arrives still steaming 

with a heady butter 

and fenugreek aroma. 

Chicken chunks are 

first marinated with 

spices and Greek-style 

yoghurt then grilled 

in the tandoor. The 

meat is simmered with 

butter in a tomato, 

onion and cashew 

nut gravy to yield a 

creamy and flavourful 

accompaniment to rice 

or flatbreads.  

#01-28/33 Tanglin 

Mall, 163 Tanglin Road.  

Tel: 6836 3088 
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Dried mango powder (amchur)
WHAT IT IS: A tart, pale brown powder made 
from raw mangoes that have been peeled, sliced and 
left in the sun to dry.
HOW TO USE IT: Used to add acidity and 
chatpatta (Hindi for lip-smacking goodness) into 
dishes, without additional moisture. Sprinkle 
amchur on meat and poultry to tenderise them, or 
over savoury dishes like chick pea curry and street 
food dishes like Bhel and Sev Puri. Also the magic 
ingredient in raita. 

Spice  
it up

We go spice shopping 
with Indian Spicebox 

founder Namita 
Moolani Mehra to suss 
out five lesser-known 

spices essential to every 
Indian larder.

Black cardamom (badi elaichi)
WHAT IT IS: The lesser-known cousin of green 
cardamom. Largely grown in Sri Lanka and 
Thailand, they are larger than green cardamom, 

digestion
HOW TO USE IT: What it lacks in looks, it makes 

in savoury rice and lentil-based dishes and meat 
curries. An essential ingredient in garam masala.

Carom seeds (ajwain)
WHAT IT IS: A cousin of cumin seeds, ajwain 

toasted. The tiny brown seeds have a pungent, 

HOW TO USE IT: Ajwain is great for respiratory 
and digestion issues, and is often boiled with water 
to create a drink that combats bloating. Its robust 

dough for making North Indian style parathas. “My 
other favourite use for this spice is non-culinary,” 
says Mehra. “I dry roast a heaped tablespoon and 
wrap it in a muslin cloth before gently applying 
to the face. It helps to ease colds and sinus 
congestion.”

Mace (javitri)
WHAT IT IS: The outer skin of the nutmeg 

mace. Its beautiful burnt orange colour is a 
result of the drying process. Typically grown 
in Sri Lanka, India and the West Indies, 
mace has a sweet taste and aroma, and is best 
used whole, though it can be ground into 
powder as well.
HOW TO USE IT: Mace is most commonly 
used in meat and rice-based dishes such as 
biryani, as well as in desserts where it lends 

released during the cooking process.

Fenugreek seeds (methi)
WHAT IT IS: The seeds from the 
fenugreek plant emit a very powerful, 

smell when roasted. 
HOW TO USE IT: While the fenugreek 
plant is eaten as a vegetable all over 
India and other parts of the world, its 

Indian regions such as Punjab, Gujarat 
and Sindh. Rich in vitamins, 
fenugreek seeds aid digestion and 
also promote lactation, therefore 
sweets containing methi are often 
fed to new mothers after childbirth.
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Shahi Maharani will be unveiling a delectable celebration 
banquet ($70) available only on 10 November. The spread will 
feature live stations showcasing chaats (Indian street food) like 
their signature Pani Puri (crispy fried bread), and tawa (iron 
griddle) stations that will present a sizzling array of kebabs, 
such as their renowned Chicken Shaslikh (chicken kebab). To 
end your meal on a sweet note, indulge in their wide range of 

Ebony and Ivory (chocolate). #03-21B Raffles City Shopping Centre, 

252 North Bridge Road. Tel: 6235 8840

For The Song of India’s Deepavali Celebration Dinner, 
available from 1 to 15 November ($89), director of cuisine 
and operations, chef Manjunath Mural has assembled an 
enchanting menu showcasing diverse dishes from all over 
India. Highlights include starters like Mangoori Tokri Chaat 
(crispy lentil umping in tangy chaat sauce) and Hirva Masala 
Bhaaji (mixed vegetables in green curry) that is perfect 
for vegetarian diners. Don’t miss their renowned mithai. 

Cheraunji & Saffron Sensation, Blueberry, Hazelnut & 
Almond Indulgence & Clove & Pistachio Classique. 33 Scotts 

Road. Tel: 6836 0055 

Dazzling Deepavali 
Brighten up the Festival of Lights with these 

colourful dining exclusives.

Award-winning North Indian restaurant, Punjab Grill brings 
back its special mithai boxes for Diwali. This year’s collection 
features a 16-piece Paradise box set and a 24-piece Executive 
box set. Their exquisite selection of gourmet sweets boasts 

, sugar-free dates and roasted dry fruits, 
and mango and white chocolate . Low in sugar but strong 

#B1-01A The 

Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands, 2 Bayfront Avenue. Tel: 6688 7395

Celebrate a stunning Deepavali with Tandoor at Holiday 
Inn Singapore Orchard City Centre from 8 to 15 November. 
Besides the festive set menu offered during this period, expect a 
scrumptious buffet spread (lunch $48, dinner $58) on 8, 10 and 
15 November. Dig into a feast comprising Chicken Kali Mirch 

thick masala; Bhindi Jaipuri, delicious crispy okra dusted with 
savoury spices; and Fish Amritsari Tikka, mouth-watering 

in freshly made chaat and crusty dosa complemented with a 
mouth-watering spread of chutney and sambar dips at the live 
stations. Diners will also receive a complimentary set of four 
gorgeously illustrated coasters depicting the story of Deepavali. 
11 Cavenagh Road. Tel: 6733 8333

Tandoor Shahi 
Maharani

Punjab Grill
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A hairy 
affair
Best known for its 

succulent meat, 
rich creamy roe and 
delicate flavour, the 

seasonal hairy crabs 
are here again to whet 

your appetite.

Taste Paradise’s six-course Yangcheng 
Lake hairy crab set menu is a showcase 
of textural delights, as seen in the 
Steamed Xiao Long Bao with Hairy 
Crab Roe paired with Pan-fried Scallop 
stuffed with Prawn Paste, and the Green 
Bean Noodles with Hairy Crab Roe. 
$138 per person (minimum order of two 
sets), available exclusively for OCBC 
Credit/Debit Cardmembers and Paradise 
Gourmet Rewards members till 30 
November. #04-07 ION Orchard, 2 Orchard 

Turn. Tel: 6509 9660

Eight à la carte items and a six-course 

these seasonal decapods are available 
now till 29 November at Hai Tien Lo. 
Dishes such as Steamed Whole Hairy 
Crab with Perilla Leaves and Braised 
Beancurd with Prawns, Hairy Crab 

The restaurant is also rolling out two 
Special Hairy Crab Menus ($98 and 
$108, minimum of two guests). Level 

3F, Singapore Marriott Tang Plaza Hotel, 320 

Orchard Road. Tel: 6831 4605

For those who prefer to enjoy the 
delicacy without the hassle of peeling 
crab shells and braving cuts, there are 
four exquisite à la carte dishes to relish 
at Li Bai Cantonese Restaurant, from 
now till 30 November. New on the menu 
is the Braised Bird’s Nest wrapped in 
Egg with Hairy Crabmeat and Crab 
Roe ($88). Two other new noteworthy 
creations are the Pan-fried Lobster with 
Hairy Crabmeat and Crab Roe ($44) and 
King Prawn with Hairy Crabmeat and 
Crab Roe ($36). Level 1, Sheraton Towers 

Hotel, 39 Scotts Road. Tel: 6839 5623

From now till 15 December, Yan Ting 
rolls out à la carte dishes featuring the 
treasured decapods. Nosh on Chilled 
Green Papaya with Fresh Crab Meat 
($37), Steamed Amoy Vermicelli with 
Crab Meat in Chinese Wine and Egg 
White ($24) and Stir-fried Crab Meat 
served with Seamed Bun ($48). Diners 
can also opt for the eight-course set 
menus – the Hairy Crab Exclusive Set 
Menu ($148) and Hairy Crab Luxury 
Set Menu ($180) Level 1U, The St. Regis 

Singapore, 29 Tanglin Road. Tel: 6506 6887

Meat and Roe showcase the crustacean’s 

creamy eggs. The six-course menu 
($188, minimum of two to dine) features 
Seafood with Bamboo Pith, Hairy Crab 
Meat and Roe in Thick Broth; and 
Stewed Ee-fu Noodle. Level 3, Pan Pacific 

Singapore, 7 Raffles Boulevard. Tel: 6826 8240

From now till 30 November Wan 
Hao Chinese Restaurant’s hairy 
crab offerings focuses on the natural 
sweetness of juicy crabmeat and rich 
golden crab roe. Highlights include 
Steamed Whole Hairy Crab with Shiso 
Leaf (from $68 each), Steamed Hairy 
Crab Xiao Long Bao ($4.50), Braised 
Vermicelli with Whole Hairy Crab 
(from $68 each) and Wok-Fried Rice 
with Hairy Crab Meat, Fish Roe & 
Diced Mushroom ($24 per portion). 

Li Bai’s Braised Bird’s 
Nest wrapped in Egg 
with Hairy Crabmeat 

and Crab Roe

Wan Hao’s 
Steamed Live 
Hairy Shanghai 
Hairy Crab 
Accompanied 
with Chef Blended 
Ginger Tea

Steamed Whole Hairy 
Crab, Yan Ting
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You’re one of the co-founders of & Co., a new collective that will be 

launching its first project, Gallery & Co., this month. Why the leap 

from cosmetics (Luxasia) to the F&B/lifestyle industry? 

I have always been interested in design and art, and a new venture like 

this is merely an extension of my passion. All of us at & Co. (Yah-Leng Yu 

and Arthur Chin, creative directors of design firm Foreign Policy Design, 

and hotelier/restaurateur Loh Lik Peng of Unlisted Collection) bring with 

us a specialised expertise in our different niches, so it’s not like I’m going 

into a different sphere: I’ll be handling the retail aspects of Gallery & Co.

What are some unique aspects of Gallery & Co.?

Gallery & Co. will be a living and evolving space. We don’t just want 

people to visit and patronise the space; we want them to experience it. 

We will have programmes that change regularly, so Gallery & Co. will 

remain vibrant and lively.

What can we expect from Gallery & Co., retail-wise?

Many of our products will draw inspiration from Southeast Asian art and 

culture. We will have a dedicated team sourcing for products. Unlike a 

typical souvenir shop, we want to collaborate with people to come up 

with products that stimulate people’s minds in terms of art and design. 

We want to curate a range of 

products that we are really 

proud of and that we will 

desire ourselves.

How will Gallery & Co. differ 

from the F&B options at 

other museums?

While other museums have 

restaurants that operate on 

their own, Gallery & Co. will 

be a living, breathing space 

that, in addition to special 

programmes and retail 

options, provides all-day 

dining. We will be fun and 

casual, serving up dishes with 

a medley of Asian flavours 

that are both delicious and 

accessibly priced.

You’re quite the jetsetter. Where are some of your favourite haunts 

for a good meal?

I eat local whenever I can. But for great French food, I visit La Petite 

Maison, which has outlets in four different countries including London. 

For local food, I frequent Samy’s Curry and Ah Chiang’s Porridge at 

Tiong Poh Road – the latter is great for its silky smooth congee. 

10 MINUTES WITH  
ALWYN CHONG,
managing director, Luxasia, and  
co-founder, & Co.

READING LIST
J Mexican chef 

Enrique Olvera 

is a prominent 

figure in the global 

culinary scene. 

He has forged a 

name as a pioneer 

of contemporary 

Mexican food and 

his restaurant 

Pujol is hailed as 

“the apex of contemporary Mexican cuisine”. 

His new cookbook, Mexico from the Inside 

Out, delineates his cooking philosophy, 

capturing and presenting a modern style of 

Mexican food that is grounded in tradition 

but progressive in its approach. He rethinks 

how to use traditional ingredients by adopting 

unusual flavour combinations to create new 

ways of cooking and eating. Published by 

Phaidon Press. Available at amazon.com. 

US$40.60 (S$56.10)

J Packaged 

in a gorgeous 

slipcase, Gypset 

Trilogy makes 

for a visually 

arresting coffee 

table set. The 

trilogy offers 

a look into the 

lifestyle of 

the ‘gypset’, 

an emerging group of bon vivants who 

meld the nomadic wile of a gypsy with the 

sophistication and global references of 

the jetset. With stunning photography and 

fascinating first-person anecdotes, the three 

tomes: Gypset Style (2009), Gypset Travel 

(2012), and Gypset Living (2014) offer an 

intimate exploration of the unconventional, 

wanderlust-filled lives of these savvy world 

citizens. Published by Assouline. Available at 

amazon.com. US$110.20 (S$152.20)

J The 

mastery 

of the 

nuances 

of heat 

and time 

is Justin 

Smillie’s 

hallmark. 

In his 

cookbook 

Slow 

Fires: Mastering New Ways to Braise, Roast, 

and Grill, the chef-partner of acclaimed NYC 

restaurant Upland explores the fundamental 

techniques of braising, roasting and grilling. 

The book also shows you how to approach 

these techniques in new ways. The chapters 

begin with thorough lessons on these basic 

methods and evolve to feature variations on 

the techniques. Published by Clarkson Potter. 

Available at amazon.com. US$22 (S$30.39)
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EASING INTO ESQUINA

old Barcelonian Carlos Montobbo has joined Esquina as its 
executive chef and is breathing new life into the menu with 
10 new dishes. Start with the cheeky Spanish Nigiri ($6) of 
bacalao brandade topped with a slice of roasted bell pepper 
that lends an extra pop of smoky sweetness before diving into 
Montobbio’s ‘Sea’ dish of Spanish octopus ($28). Our knife 
easily sliced into the tentacle, which is cooked sous vide for two 
hours then grilled in the Josper and embellished with charred 
onions, bacon oil and pickled seaweed. But the star of the meal 
was undoubtedly the pigeon ($22). Crisp shallots, forest berries 
escabeche and heady rosemary polenta do more than mask any 

left us fully satiated. 16 Jiak Chuan Road. Tel: 6222 1616

TEXTURAL TREATS 
The arrival of new dim sum chef Li Shou Tao at Shang 

Palace translates to a menu update that draws on 

Li’s 23 years of dim sum-making experience in hotels 

across China. Taking his cue from his training in classic 

plates, he has introduced a slew of new dishes such 

as the deep-fried shredded turnip pastry ($7), which 

is buttery and flaky all at once, as well as a light and 

crunchy steamed porcini mushroom dumpling ($7). 

Singaporeans are used to turnip cakes ($8) churned out 

as browned rectangular blocks, so imagine our surprise 

when a bowl of what seemed like pudding was served 

instead – this is a traditional Cantonese version,  

which is steamed and comes out smooth and velvety. 

Shangri-La Hotel, Singapore, 22 Orange Grove Road.  

Tel: 6213 4138
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ALL VEGGED OUT
Mario Batali’s on a mission to reform 
those of us who aren’t too keen on our 
greens through his Meatless Mondays 
at Pizzeria Mozza
eggplants and carrots are slow-cooked 
in the restaurant’s pizza ovens to bring 
out the ingredients’ intrinsic sweetness, 
then paired with dips such as mint 
yoghurt sauce, hummus, zhug and dill 
crème fraiche. Bringing his Singapore 
restaurant up to line with all 14 of 
his U.S. outlets, Meatless Mondays 
vegetables are all available on Mondays 
from 12pm. If these vegetables alone 
aren’t enough to satisfy, opt instead for 
the selection of grilled cheese sandwiches 
(available from 5pm on Mondays). 
The unanimous favourite is the creamy 
burrata, basil pesto, sweet and juicy 
cherry tomatoes, and garlic chips-topped 
option. #B1-42/46 The Shoppes at Marina Bay 

Sands, 2 Bayfront Avenue. Tel: 6688 8522

CHOICE CREAMS
The Cream of Europe campaign will 

products in Singapore, East and South-
east Asia, and the United Arab Emirates 
over a period of three years through 
chef workshops, demonstrations and 
other events. Creams from Europe are 
exclusively derived from cow’s milk 
and have a minimum fat content of 

30 percent. Of note is the Sublime Cream with Mascarpone from the Elle&Vire 
Professionnel range. It is especially suited for making ultra-rich whipped entremets 
and has a high tolerance to freezing and defrosting. A classic choice is the full-

maturation. www.creamofeurope.com

BAKING UP  
A STORM
Yet another addition to the already 

bustling Purvis Street is famed Lower 

East Side institution, Clinton St. Baking 

Company & Restaurant. Hailing from 

the eponymous street in New York City 

and founded by husband-and-wife duo 

Neil Kleinberg and Dede Lahman, the 

much-lauded establishment has been 

attracting hour-long queues at its first 

Southeast Asia location since it opened 

on 19 September.

Brave the lines for American soul 

food in hearty portions. Once seated, 

get acquainted with pancakes laced 

with warm homemade maple butter 

($18), topped with your choice of wild 

blueberries, banana walnut or chocolate 

chunks. The triple stack is fluffier than 

usual thanks to the incorporation of 

whipped egg whites and specially-

imported American all-purpose flour. 

Order the southern breakfast, a sunny 

platter with two eggs any style, sugar-

cured bacon, fried panko-coated green 

tomatoes and cheese grits that are made 

with barley grits, milk, cheddar and 

Monterey Jack. Other noteworthy options 

include Eggs Benedict dressed in spicy 

Hollandaise sauce, buttermilk biscuits, 

velvety milkshakes, and peanut butter ice 

box pie. 31 Purvis Street. Tel: 6684 4845
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Redefining Indian Cuisine

www.thecolonialatscotts.com.sg

31A Scotts Road. 

Tel: 6733 3894

www.indianexpress.com.sg

38 Race Course Road. 

Tel: 63417429

33 Scotts Road, S 228226

Tel: 68360055

www.thesongofindia.com

namaste@songofindia.com.sg



SPICES AND 
EVERYTHING NICE
A nod to Singapore’s cosmopolitan society and diners’ ever-expanding 

palates, Spices Cafe has launched a new à la carte menu brimming 

with local favourites, Thai and Japanese-inspired dishes, Western 

comfort food and refreshing desserts. Soup selections of note are the 

Lobster Bisque with Brandy and Cream as well as the appetising Tom 

Yam Kung. Fruits are also used to balance the indulgent entrées: sweet 

lychee sauce is paired with Pan-fried Goose Liver on Mantou, while 

raspberry vinaigrette provides added layers to the Sautéed Escargot 

served on breaded whole portabello mushroom. Other highlights 

include Phat Kaphrao Moo Sab, or basil minced pork and jasmine rice 

topped with fried egg; Grilled Kurobuta Pork Chop; and Berries Berries, 

two scoops of cherry ice cream accompanied by fresh blueberries, 

raspberries and blackberries. Concorde Hotel Singapore, 100 Orchard 

Road. Tel: 6739 8370A TOUCH OF FALL
Autumn-Winter menus are a challenge to pull off in perennially 
summery Singapore, yet Saint Pierre’s latest change of offerings 
(eight-course, $148; 12-course, $178, à la carte from $18) 
manages to celebrate the colours and scents of fall that we love, 
while keeping tastes light enough for our tropical climes. The 
robust orange hues of fall are best captured in a dish of Steamed 
Gindara Cod enrobed in a dashi-marinated carrot daikon 
wrap, while winter’s toasty, earthy notes manifest in a starter of 

and oak-smoked eel cubes. Even chef Emmanuel Stroobant’s 
signature apple and foie gras dish gets a lighter hand, with 
passionfruit mixed into its old Port sauce in place of butter for 
a deep spiciness. Looking for a little more heat? A dessert of 
braised rhubarb, dried mulberries and strawberry sorbet comes 
with a spicy hint of roasted red peppers. #01-15 Quayside Isle, 31 

Ocean Way. Tel: 6438 0887

A JOURNEY OF FLAVOURS
Embark on a culinary journey through Singapore’s heritage cuisine 
at The Ritz-Carlton, Millenia Singapore’s new all-day dining 
establishment Colony. Alluding to the seafarious voyages that the 
British took to trawl the East Indies for trade and commerce in the late 
18th century, Colony features eight live kitchen stations showcasing 
the best of Chinese, Indian, Indonesian, Malaysian, Western and local 
dishes ($45 for breakfast; $58 for lunch; $78 for dinner). From Iberico 
suckling pig with Balinese spices from The Grill & Rotisserie and 
Asian noodles and dim sum from The Steam Basket, to Singaporean 
chilli crab from The Wok and Indian meats and seafood from The 
Tandoor, the spread will please any palate. Afternoons see Colony 
transform into a cosy lounge where diners can enjoy a traditional 
British-style three-tier tea set ($49, with a glass of Louis Roederer NV 
Brut). Come evenings, Colony’s resident mixologist will craft speciality 
cocktails (from $22)from their roving bar trolley. L3 The Ritz-Carlton, 

Millenia Singapore, 7 Raffles Avenue. Tel: 6434 5288
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BACK TO BASICS
In a move to cement the culinary direction 
of ERWIN’s Gastrobar, executive chef Jimi 
Tegerdine has decided to draw inspiration from 
the metropolitan cafés and bars of Italian origins 

it has gone big on incorporating fresh salads and 
greens, premium cuts of meat, and seafood in its 
dishes. Embracing healthy living, Tegerdine has 
laid out more options for those looking at greener 
alternatives; look out for Raw, a salad medley 
comprising rocket leaves, shaved beet, carrots, 
broccoli, French beans, pine nuts, ricotta and 
avocado. Heartier selections such as the lamb burger, 
which is stacked with rocket leaves, provolone 
cheese, green pickle, relish and green pesto 

accompanied by sautéed Italian greens and warm 

Multiple outlets, including 491 River Valley Road.  

Tel: 6235 1613

A NOD TO ASIA
Tippling Club’s latest iteration of their dinner menus (five-course Classic, 

$165 and 10-course Gourmand $265) sees local and Asian ingredients 

subtly come to the fore via dishes such as a starter of Braised Salsify with 

Warm Bak Kut Teh Mousse topped with chive oil and shallots, a Tom Yum 

Curry foam with Coriander 

Tempura, and a main course 

of Mangalica Pork Collar 

brined and slow cooked for 

19 hours at 72˚C and served 

with miso pudding and rice 

bran-fermented nuka carrots, 

the latter made according to 

a generations-old Japanese 

technique. Even classics such as 

the Australian Snow Crab get a refresh: it is now served with thinly sliced 

frozen Kyoho grapes and Hanaho flowers harvested from chef Ryan Clift’s 

rooftop garden in Orchard and several farm plots he oversees in Kranji. 

Fans of his progressive, science-driven cooking will be glad to see the 

bar upped in the Mandarin Cheesecake dessert comprising caramelised 

yoghurt, lactose paper and enzymatically peeled mandarin slices. A 

surefire conversation starter for any stoic business meal, if you ever 

needed one. 38 Tanjong Pagar Road. Tel: 6475 2217

THE BEST OF TWO WORLDS
It may be helmed by Kenjiro ‘Hatch’ Hashida of Hashida restaurant fame, but Beni is not 

your ordinary Japanese restaurant. The restaurant combines the elegance of modern 

French cuisine with the precision of Japanese cooking and unbeatably fresh seasonal 

produce flown in from artisanal producers in Japan, including the highly prized and 

rarely available Ozaki Wagyu from Miyazaki prefecture. Beni’s chef de cuisine Kenji 

Yamanaka and his entire team, from pastry chef Naoyuki Tanoue to sommelier Hiromi 

Muraoka, have all trained in Michelin-starred restaurants in Tokyo. From their prix fixe 

menus, look out for exquisite dishes such as Japanese imperial prawn with fennel and 

lobster jelly, hazelnut caviar and an avocado green apple compote, and French Challan 

duck with Japanese potato and edamame (lunch $128, $228; dinner $298). Take things 

up a notch by pairing them with the acclaimed Royal Blue Tea, which is cold brewed 

in limited edition batches from handpicked tea leaves. #04-16B Mandarin Gallery, 333 

Orchard Road Tel: 6235 2285
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Meat 
matters

The proliferation of 
steak restaurants, 

meat-centric menus 
and dry-aged burger 

options makes this 
the meatiest year yet. 
epicure susses out the 

new openings.

DISTRICT 10 
BAR & GRILL 
A $25,000 dry aging facility 
imported from Italy; a bespoke 
butcher’s block; and a fully-
functional show kitchen grilling 
choice cuts over Japanese 
charcoal. That’s how serious 
these folks are about their 
meats. Zoom in on the 45 days 
Dry Aged Corn-fed Traditional 
Fiorentina Steak ($22/100g), 
which boasts a high marbling 
score. Simply seasoned with salt, 
pepper, herbs and extra virgin 
olive oil, the result is a crispy 
crust that reveals a blush, juicy 
and tender middle, packed with 

picks include 45 days Home Dry 
Aged Grass-fed Black Angus 
OP Rib ($18/100g), and 30 days 
Home Dry Aged Irish Grass-fed 
Rib-eye ($44/250g). #01-514/515 

Suntec City Mall (beside Tower 2 

Office Lobby), 3 Temasek Boulevard. 

Tel: 6822 2886

5TH QUARTER
Restaurateur Lok Lik Peng’s latest 
nose-to-tail offering is a mixture of 
intriguing and safe options. The menu 
is grouped by prep techniques such 
as Salted & Hung, or Fermented, 
Fried, Braised. Expert meat-handler 
chef Drew Nocente (formerly of W 
Singapore Sentosa Cove’s Skirt) 
has a deft hand at curing; order 
the Chef Selection of 5 Types of 
Charcuterie (S$22) and hope for the 

dressing. Small plates like crunchy 
‘honeycomb’ salt & pepper tripe strips 
($10) are great for sharing, while 
mix-and-match crowd pleasers include 
Tomato with Burrata & Basil ($12), 
still-pink Pork Collar with Radishes & 
Praline ($32) and smoky sweet Short 
Rib with Carrot & Pomegranate ($36). 
Don’t miss the delicately textured beef 
tongue ($12) and crispy pig’s tail ($12). 
39 Syed Alwi Road. Tel: 6291 1936
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THE WAGON + 
USHIDOKI
They might both feature beef-centric menus, 
but these sister restaurants side by side on hip 
Tras Street could not be more different. At 
the former, Hokkaido beef takes centre stage 
and is prepared in myriad ways. Order it as 
carpaccio ($25), consommé ($18), cassoulet-

style ($20) or stewed and served with cheese risotto ($40). Different cuts 
are cured in-house and presented on the beef platter ($55) – the seven-week 
air-dried tenderloin perfectly medium rare gives way to velvety rich bovine 

a changing roster of small plates. Over at the 26-seater Ushidoki, premium 
Ozaki beef from Miyazaki, Japan is highlighted via multi-course beef 

rare premium cuts like misuji (corner of the inner shoulder) and in-house 
cured cuts in the sashimi course, as well as dishes like Rosanjin-style Wagyu 
beef sukiyaki. 55/57 Tras Street. Tel: 6221 6369 / 6221 6379

THE BUTCHERS 
CLUB BURGER
Careful nose-to-tail butchery has 
been the successful mantra of Hong 
Kong’s The Butchers Club. After 
opening in Bali, they’ve landed here 
with The Butchers Club Burger, soon 
to be followed by The Butchers Club 
Singapore (a private dinner concept). 
Stop by the 100-seater burger outlet and 
discover The Burger ($20). Using Black 
Angus 30-day dry aged grain-fed beef 
made from rump, chuck and brisket, the 
loosely packed ground patty is perfectly 
showcased with Canadian bacon glazed 
in maple syrup, a housemade caramelised 
onion spread, and English white cheddar 
– all sandwiched between toasty Scotch 
bap for the right amount of bite. #01-01 

Clarke Quay, 3A River Valley Road.

REDEYE SMOKEHOUSE
Smoking is red hot on the global restaurant circuit right now, and the people behind 

eatery dedicated entirely to smoked meats. Feed on juicy, glistening slabs of pork jowl, 
pork belly, and lamb shank alongside mainstays such as U.S. Angus beef brisket and 
beef short rib ($8 to $16 per 100g, or $8 to $38 for single-piece portions), all cooked 
overnight to fork tenderness in a custom-built smoker shipped in from the United 
States. Sides such as candied yams and stewed beans bear Southern leanings, given co-
owner Janice Yeo’s years of studying in Kansas City. Tipple choices include craft beers 
and a tightly curated selection of small-batch whiskeys. 1 Cavan Road. Tel: 6291 0218

REDBANK 
BAR & 
GRILL
French chef  
Nicholas Drouglazet, 
together with American 
East Coast natives 
John Stevens and Matt 
Connors, have brought 
their passion for quality 

steaks to this upmarket all-American sports bar. 
The U.S. ribeye ($45/300g) is well executed and 
pleasantly smoky as expected from the Josper grill. 
The menu features seven meat-based and eight 
seafood-based main dishes including whole Maine 
lobsters ($108/800g to 1kg) or whole sea bass ($33), 
well accompanied by sides like buttery rice pilaf. #01-

02 Claymore Connect, 442 Orchard Road. Tel: 6694 5376
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Most local chefs veer towards Bali, Jakarta or  
Bangkok for regional expansion, but Brasserie 
Gavroche’s chef-owner Frederic Colin has chosen to 
stoke his global ambitions in Sydney. Come December, 
the Singapore-based Parisian will launch Bistrot 

Gavroche in the city’s newest lifestyle destination, 
Kensington Street.
 In a nod to the country’s health-conscious eating 
habits, Bistrot’s menu will see French classics  
re-interpreted with lighter sauces and sans elaborate 
garnishes, as well as showcase plenty of fresh, seasonal 
Australian produce. Popular favourites from Brasserie 
Gavroche, such as the Grandpere Henri’s Fish 
Quenelle, Pate En Croute Et Foie Gras and classic 

French cold cuts will be rendered with 
meats from an Australian butcher, local 
wild-caught pike, and escargots sourced 
from an organic local snail farm an hour 
outside of Sydney.

Sited within a former rum warehouse 

by an open kitchen on one side and a long 
antique bar shipped over from France on 
the other. The wine list will comprise over 

100 labels of affordable French and Australian wines, including a special 
Gavroche cuvée from a Margaret River winery. 
 General manager Lionel Richard and head chef Nicholas Liglet were 
part of Colin’s team at The St. Regis Bora Bora and will run the show at 

direction. Colin, who has visited Sydney four times since being approached 
by the complex’s landlord in April, hopes to bring a touch of modernity to 
French dining in the city: “French restaurants are no longer about hanging 
up a picture of the Eiffel Tower or playing French music in the background. 
I hope to show Australian diners that French cuisine can modernise with the 
times, as well as bring across the spirit of French generosity.” Level 1 Unit 2-10 

Kensington Street, Chippendale, Sydney. www.bistrotgavroche.com.au

Brasserie 
Gavroche’s 

Frederic 
Colin opens 

in Sydney
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HOT NEW EATS

24 HOURS IN
DUBAI

JEFFREY LIU, 
co-founder, Guavapass
» Rest your head in THE ONE&ONLY ROYAL 
MIRAGE along the Dubai Marina, where the 
hotel’s architecture is beautiful, the atmosphere 
serene and the service excellent. There is a 
generous spread at the breakfast buffet and the 
food is delicious. Al Sufouh Road, Jumeirah Beach 
Road. Tel: +971 4 399 9999 

» For lunch, seek an alternative oasis in the  
desert in THE FARM for its lush garden setting 
and seasonally changing healthy and creative 
dishes made from organic and locally grown 
ingredients. Al Barari Villas, Emirates Road.  
Tel: +971 4 392 5660 

» Coffee breaks are best savoured at my favourite 
neighborhood cafe, FRAICHE CAFE & BISTRO. 
They serve a bespoke roast from Boon Coffee, 
which is perfect for washing down their Banana 
Bread French Toast. The banana bread is baked 
fresh, made into french toast, and then topped 
with house-made salted caramel sauce, bananas, 
and walnuts. Jumeirah Lakes Towers, Swiss Tower. 
Tel: +971 4 369 7821 

» Looking for some local flavour? QBARA 
provides a modern twist on Arabic and  
Middle Eastern cuisine with a great ambience. 
They offer a tasting menu and a good  
selection of cocktails. Reservations highly 
recommended. Oud Metha Road, Wafi City.  
Tel: +971 4 709 2500 

» For a fun night out, it’s hard to go wrong with 
PIER 7, a nightspot in Dubai Marina facing the 
pier with seven floors of different restaurants and 
bars to choose from. Dubai Marina Mall.  
Tel: +971 4 436 1020

Three Michelin-starred chef Pierre Gagnaire 

has taken the helm at Vietnam’s leading 

gastronomic destination, Maison 1888, 

set within the InterContinental Danang Sun 

Peninsula Resort. Taking over the baton 

from Michel Roux Senior, who ran the show 

from the resort’s opening, Gagnaire marries 

his standard-bearing fusion French cooking 

with Maison 1888’s antique designs and 

breathtaking vistas over the South China Sea. 

“The menu is a link between my philosophy, my 

style of cooking and Vietnam’s culinary culture 

and history,” says the 65-year-old French chef. 

Bai Bac, Sontra Peninsula, Da Nang, Vietnam. 

Tel: +84 511 3938 888

Global purveyor of ultra-luxury hospitality 

experiences The COMO Group has cast their 

sights Down Under. Their first Australian 

property, COMO The Treasury, launched 

just last month within the Cathedral Square 

Development in the heart of Perth’s Central 

Business District. The hotel’s destination 

restaurant Wildflower serves contemporary 

cuisine fashioned from the finest Western 

Australian produce, while boasting sweeping 

vistas of Swan River as a backdrop. A second 

dining outlet Post dishes out modern 

Australian fare with a French twist as well as 

healthy COMO Shambhala Cuisine, while The 

Treasury Lounge and Bar offers premium 

tipple and a luxurious afternoon tea spread 

on weekends. 1 Cathedral Avenue, Perth. 

comohotels.com/thetreasury

Foodies will find even more reason to flock to Hong Kong this month, with the opening of Fish 

School by acclaimed Hong Kong chef David Lai and Singaporean restaurateur Yenn Wong. Born 

of Lai’s lifetime love of seafood and his vast knowledge of local produce, Fish School works with 

seafood primarily sourced from small, family-owned fishing boats and seasonal ingredients from 

nearby farms that grow produce specifically for the restaurant. The intimate 50-seater restaurant 

set in Hong Kong Island’s newly buzzing Sai Ying Pun neighbourhood also holds a 20-seat private 

dining room wallpapered with topographic maps of Hong Kong’s fishing areas – a nod to those who 

sourced the evening’s meal. 100 Third Street, Sai Ying Pun, Hong Kong. Tel: +852 2361 2966
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Jennifer Karjadi

Fairmont Jakarta has debuted 
new facilities that include the 
Presidential Suite (303 sq m) and 
Signature Suites on its top level. 
The former is equipped with an 
iPad control system and boasts 
a large living room, dining room 
and bar counter area embellished 
with Balinese-style stone, wooden 
carving art and Venetian glass chandeliers. Find also a Jacuzzi bath tub 

with massage bed and TechnoGym treadmill. The suite includes a full 
service kitchen with back service access to the butler pantry.

Dining outlets include the sophisticated Peacock Lounge at the main 
lobby, perfect for light bites and afternoon tea. For drinks with a view, head 
to K22, a trendy semi-outdoor bar with a view of the Jakarta city skyline. 
Each Culinary Cocktail is concocted with house-made infusions, muddled 
fruits, earthy spices, infused syrups and savoury herbs.
Jl. Asia Afrika No.8 Gelora Bung Karno, Jakarta 10270. Tel: + 62 21 2970 3333

The interior of Hide & Seek Swillhouse conjures up 

drapes, leather armchairs and wood panels pair with 
the imagined whirl and hiss of the mechanical brass 
on display. While you revel in the restaurant and 
bar’s brand of Victorian futurism, indulge in a Mad 

Island Iced Tea, speakeasy style. Menu must-tries 

989,000, good for up to four persons). Fairgrounds Lot 

14 Kawasan Niaga Terpadu SCBD, Jalan Jendral Sudirman 

Kav 52-53, Jakarta Selatan. Tel: +62 21 5150366

Truffle Cream OrecchietteU.S. premium Wagyu ‘entrecôte’
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InterContinental Jakarta 
MidPlaza, guests are spoilt for choice with two 
restaurants on the property offering delectable 

 for its 
special kids’ corner that offers supervised games and 
activities such as face painting, pantomime shows 
and cooking classes. The little ones also have their 

colourful drinks; its tableware and cutlery specially 
designed for their petite hands. Parents will delight 
in the international spread, which includes Wagyu 
beef, red snapper and a dessert table. Sunday 

use of the hotel’s pool.
Alternatively, spend the afternoon at Scusa for 

authentic Italian cuisine presented by chef Gianluca 

drink (Bloody Mary or Spritz) paired with succulent 
oysters, and hearty communal platters of antipasti 
and other buffet offerings served to the table. 
Partake in homemade pastas, seafood, premium 
meats, regional specialities and pass-around platters 
direct from the Milan native’s kitchen. As you 
unwind to the soothing live acoustic jazz music, 
savour the desserts and Grappa cocktails from the 
roving trollies. Jl. Jend. Sudirman Kav. 10-11, Jakarta 

10220. Tel: +62 21 251 0888

PT. Mitra Putera Indonesia,  
J House Wine Resto aims to 
further the art of vino appreciation.

The restaurant and wine cellar is spaciously decked out in industrial-
chic décor; its wood furniture accentuated by the natural light that streams 
in from the expansive windows. Try the Steamed Snapper Fillet with 

and Chardonnay cream sauce; or the well-balanced Chicken Foie Gras with 
pumpkin purée, asparagus and raspberry sauce. Visit on Wednesdays for 

Pavilion Apartment, 

Jl. KH. Mas Mansyur Kav. 24 Tanah Abang, Jakarta Pusat 10220. Tel: +62 21 947 355 61

Chicken Foie Gras

Scusa

Rasa
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There’s a luxe new stay in Bandung. Situated close 
to the city’s Central Business District, Crowne 
Plaza Bandung
comprehensive meeting facilities, which include an 

rooms. The new InterContinental Hotels Group 
property is a short walk from Jalan Braga, known 
for its quaint cafés and local bakeries. Also close 
by are the historical sites at Jalan Asia Afrika and 
the Trans Studio Bandung indoor amusement park. 

night, inclusive of breakfast for two. Jl. Lembong No. 

19, Jawa, Barat, Bandung 40111. Tel: +62 22 3000 2500
Mandapa, 

a Ritz-Carlton Reserve, which debuted 

religious roots, the sanctuary is named after 
the entrance to a traditional Hindu temple, 
and pays homage to its location deep in the 
spiritual heart of the island, where the life-

pool villas ensure that quiet meditation comes 
easily. From your terrace, watch the calming 
movements of the Balinese farmers as they 
rhythmically work on their rice paddies. 

Mandapa’s heart, which houses a traditional 

time dedicated patih (butler), a sprawling 
spa complex and excellent dining options. 
Choose from health-conscious menus for 
wellness and detox programmes, or embark 
on culinary journey Dining Beyond, which 
affords guests the chance to dine in exclusive 

can engage in the educational activities at the 
Kid’s Hut, and explore the organic garden 

night. Jalan Kedewatan, Banjar Kedewatan, Ubud, 

80571 Gianyar, Bali. Tel: +62 361 479 2777



EXPLORE         
WOOBARBALI.COM          

@WOOBARBALI

B&F.WBALI@WHOTELS.COM

+62 361 4738106

RSVP

OPEN DAILY
10 AM - LATE

COMPLIMENTARY POOL ACCESS
COCKTAILS, TAPAS AND
UNMATCHABLE VIEWS
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Kampoeng Bali 

also traditionally spelled to capture the essence of the Bali of yesteryear. This emphasis 
on heritage is also captured in dishes such as babi guling
meaty barbecued prawns from the buffet. 

Highlights include a daily evening sunset ritual procession from 6pm at the 
terraced amphitheatre and open-air theatre. This is followed by a blessing ceremony 
by candlelight and an exciting Kecak

oleh-oleh, or handcrafted souvenirs, free-
roaming local ducks or geese, and a path lined with woven baskets bearing colourful 
roosters (every Monday, Wednesday and Friday). RIMBA Jimbaran Bali, Karang Mas Estate, 

Jalan Karang Mas Sejahtera Jimbaran, Bali 80364. Phone: +62 361 846 8468 ext. 87

Sunset seekers, rejoice. AYANA Resort 
and Spa Bali’s Rock Bar has launched 
new seating areas and decks that can 

move to match its growing international 

venue’s original designer, added nine 
stunning decks, which focus on the 
surrounding natural rock formations and 

a dramatic bridge that takes you across 

Deck, an alcove of privacy a stone’s 
throw away from the main glass bar. ON 

THE ROCKS, AYANA Resort and Spa Bali, Jalan 

Karang Mas Sejahtera, Jimbaran, Bali 80364. 

Tel: +62 361 702222

To mark its 20th anniversary, 
Banyan Tree Bintan will be 
hosting a Soul Food weekend 
extravaganza on 20 and 

savour authentic, soil-to-table traditional Indonesian 
delicacies in addition to memorable activities. Collect 

eco-farm and local market, then wrap up the day 
with a sunset cooking demonstration by chef Steven 

Jalan Teluk 

Berembang, Laguna Bintan Resort, Lagoi 29155.  

Tel: +62 770 693100
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  LOOKBOOK 

Star qualityTheatrical 
tendencies

Fine art and Parisian opulence come together in dramatic 
fashion at Hotel Vagabond. Designed by renowned French 

architect Jacques Garcia, the plush establishment stands out 
in rustic Kampong Glam. By Justina Tan

P
reviously home to Malay 
aristocrats and Arab 
merchants in the 19th 

century, Kampong Glam has since 
transformed into a hip neighbourhood 
teeming with street art, art galleries, 
restaurants, and curios shops. Set 
among vibrant conserved shophouses 
is Hotel Vagabond, a luxury boutique 
hotel owned by Satinder Garcha – an 
Indian-born dot-com entrepreneur 
turned luxury real estate developer, 
who is also the 48th richest man 
in Singapore – and conceptualised 
by acclaimed French architect and 
interior designer Jacques Garcia, 
who is responsible for such gems as 
New York City’s NoMad and Hôtel 
Costes in Paris.  

The three-storey hotel housed 
within a restored Art Deco building 
on Syed Alwi Road retains the 
structure’s original façade, but accents 
such as red window shutters hint 
at the sumptuousness that awaits. 
Inherently old world yet unabashedly 

interiors are sympathetic to the exterior, with an overwhelming 
layer of theatrics and opulent luxury. I love the work he has 
done with heritage buildings globally. He creates spaces that  
are intimate but plush, decadent, theatrical, and most of all, 
sexy,” gushes Garcha, who gave Garcia carte blanche with his 
latest offering.

LUXURY REINVENTED
In all honesty, Hotel Vagabond’s interiors can be polarising. 

work refreshing, while others might 
be taken aback at the unbridled use 
of red, dark woods, rich textures, and 
imposing brass sculptures.

Art is an intrinsic part of the 
hotel. Not only is every piece 
personally sourced and commissioned 
by Garcha, the hotel is also the only 
one in Singapore to offer a rotational 
Artist in Residence programme, 
which invites creative types – 
writers, performers, painters, and 
photographers – from all over the 
world to stay free for up to three 
months. During that time, they will 
work and create from two spacious 
ateliers, while engaging with hotel 
guests during the Artist Cocktail Hour 
that starts every evening at 6pm in the 
Vagabond Salon. 

The Vagabond Salon is truly the 
heart and soul of Hotel Vagabond. 
A modern interpretation of a 
Parisian salon, it’s designed to be 
an experiential space that fosters 
interactions with resident artists over 

cocktails, and where guests can dine while enjoying live jazz 

space features luxe furnishings, excellent acoustics, and plush 
red velvet curtains.

intricately handcrafted in India by a family who has been 

family also made the solid brass rhino reception desk, which 

Other impressive sculptures include two life-size elephants 
‘hoisting’ up the main elevator and a brass monkey taking 

Red shutters stand 
out against the 
building’s retro 
exterior. 



The rustic facade of Hotel Vagabond 
belies its luxurious interiors.

Catch an 
independent film 
in the Vagabond 
Salon, a plush 
space with superb 
acoustics and 
velvet curtains. 
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Vagabond 
Bar

A room with 
courtyard access

pride of place at Vagabond Bar – both works are by French 

were inspired by India’s great beasts, while the vibrant hues 
throughout the hotel are inspired by the souks and bazaars of 
Marrakech,” says Garcha.

Photography by celebrated photographer Julia Calfee 
depicting the glamour and excess of New York’s Chelsea Hotel 
adorn the walls of public areas, while guests continue to have 
their senses titillated by a video art installation as they take the 
elevator up to their rooms.

The abundance of art is designed to create a beautiful, 

focus is actually on what happens in the hotel as opposed to the 
art on our walls. It’s an ecosystem for our guests to mingle, and a 
hub of sorts for artists to hang out,” shares Garcha of his dream 
for Hotel Vagabond. 

THE PULL OF PASSION
It’s clear that neither Garcha nor Garcia held back with the 
design of Hotel Vagabond, and their passion is what makes  
the spaces within inviting despite the bold use of colours, 
textures, and art. 

desks, ornate rugs, and original photography of Garcha’s travels 
and international polo team wins, the 41 guestrooms and two-
bedroom Suite Royale exude a luxurious yet lived-in vibe. Some 
rooms offer courtyard access, while the suite has an additional 
perk – a luxurious free standing clawfoot bathtub. Etro toiletries 
further enhance the experience. 

between Garcha and F&B stalwart Loh Lik Peng. Helmed 

joint serves cuisine centred on its house-made charcuterie. 
Meanwhile, Vagabond Bar offers a rotating selection of  
artisanal cocktails conceptualised by renowned drinks collective 
Proof & Company.

on genuine old world hospitality, we hope to deliver a space 
that’s conducive for guests to linger, mingle, and converse for 
hours in a comfortable yet theatrical setting. If you must get into 
trouble, do it at Vagabond.” e

With dark woods and 
rich hues, the rooms 
boast a Parisian chic 
aesthetic.

Art is central 
to the interior 
décor of Hotel 
Vagabond. 

Photos of 
Garcha’s  
international 
polo team 
wins give the 
guestrooms 
a lived-in 
vibe.





The festive season is just around the 
corner, so transform yourself from 

head to toe – in weeks – with the 
help of these rejuvenating facials, 

aesthetic treatments and potent 
skincare products. By Justina Tan

Ready  
to dazzle

FACE THE WORLD
With plenty of festive parties to hobnob at, there’s no other time of year 

when looking radiant is more important. We cherry-pick the top facials 
and aesthetic treatments for some pampering.

Haach Phytopeutics Everlasting Youth Treatment 
($288) Said to stimulate skin cell regeneration and 

stem cells are the key ingredient in this treatment. The 
session includes an exfoliating diamond peel and the 

ultrasonic infusion of collagen-boosting ingredients. 
Haach @ Wheelock Place, #04-11 Wheelock Place.  

Tel: 6733 9193

Carbon Laser Peel ($280) This treatment 

the face, then removing the particles with 
a laser. The carbon powder absorbs 
impurities within the pores, while the 
laser helps to break them down, leaving 
the complexion dewy and translucent. 
Simplistiq Aesthetic Clinic, #B2-52 Marina 

Bay Link Mall. Tel: 6634 4033

SkinCeuticals HA Moisture 
Treatment ($280) After 
cleansing and exfoliating, an acid 
peel is applied to loosen stubborn 

dirt and dead skin cells from 
pores. These impurities are 

then suctioned out, before 
high concentrations of 
antioxidants and P
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hyaluronic 
acid are 
infused deep 
into the skin.The 

Clifford Clinic, #01-

03 Clifford Centre.  

Tel: 6532 2400

Dermalogica 
BioSurface Peel 
($180) 
lines, hyperpigmentation, breakouts and skin 
roughness, this four-step exfoliation process 
begins with the application of salicylic acid to 
dissolve and remove excess sebum and dead skin 
cells, followed by powerful plant-based enzymes 
to improve skin cell turnover and collagen synthesis. 
The third step unplugs follicles with a potent blend 
of salicylic, lactic and phytic acids. Finally, skin-soothing 
botanicals are applied to calm the skin and stimulate skin repair. 
Authorised dermalogica skin treatment centres and salons. Tel: 6501 1326 

(for listings)

Revitali� ($1,926)
drops of pure water-retaining hyaluronic acid are infused into 
the skin and distributed evenly throughout the treatment area via 
a series of micro-injections. The treatment can be done on  
the face, neck and back of hands to produce a smooth, plump, 
and dewy appearance. The Sloane Clinic, #03-14A ION Orchard.  

Tel: 6509 8108

IDS Laser Li� ($1,338) This treatment delivers an all-
round lifting effect on the face through the use of varying 

inside the mouth to stimulate collagen contraction in the sides 
of the cheeks, and the inner corners of the lower and upper lips. 
Another laser is applied to the cheek area to stimulate collagen 
synthesis. Finally, a different setting will be applied externally 
to rapidly deliver concentrated energy subcutaneously, safely 
bulk-heating collagen for a synergistic tightening effect. IDS Clinic, 

#05-07 to 10 Novena Specialist Center. Tel: 6568 3555

Porcelain Illuminate Facial ($407) This pampering 
facial begins with the brand’s exclusive oxy-diamante 
microdermabrasion that gently removes the outermost layer of 

oxygen. A grape wine peel or natural oat papaya enzyme (for 
sensitive skin) then exfoliates the epidermis and delivers potent 
antioxidants. A machine-assisted massage promotes drainage of 
toxins before hyperbaric oxygen is infused together with plant-
derived skin-loving ingredients. The facial concludes with a 
hydrating biocellulose mask. Porcelain, The Face Spa, 15 Cantonment 

Road. Tel: 6227 9692

Ultherapy Facial Treatment 
(from $1,000)  

Performed in a single session, this non-
invasive treatment is said to produce effects 

similar to those of a facelift – sans the 
downtime. Ultrasound energy penetrates 
4.5mm beneath the skin to treat the 

and cause the skin to tighten. New 
collagen also forms following the 
procedure. Results can be seen after 
two weeks but will peak at six months. 

TLC Lifestyle Practice, #11-04/05 Pacific Plaza.  

Tel: 6462 0083 

BODY OF WORK
The holiday season is also the season of overindulgence, but with 

Liposonix Treatment ($175 per square inch)  
This one-hour treatment uses high-intensity ultrasound energy 
to precisely and permanently destroy subcutaneous fat cells 
in targeted areas without harming surrounding tissues. It is 
particularly effective around the abdomen and love handles. 
There is little to no downtime, and regular activities can be 
resumed immediately. South Bridge Aesthetics Clinic, 277 South Bridge 

Road. Tel: 9730 8999

Zeltiq CoolSculpting Treatment ($550 per cycle) 
Unlike most aesthetic body-sculpting treatments that use 
heat, this one eliminates fat cells by freezing them. During the 
procedure, an applicator delivers precisely controlled cooling to 
areas where there’s pinchable fat, such as the abdomen and love 
handles. The brand recently developed two new applicators: 

such as the chin, knees and underarms. Some clinics now also 

applied. This covers more surface area, hence cutting treatment 
time in half. Calvin Chan Aesthetic & Laser Clinic, #05-11 Wheelock Place. 

Tel: 6732 4981

Silk Peel Face and Body Treatment (from $300) 
This rejuvenating head-to-toe treatment uses “wet abrasion”, 
which involves exfoliating the skin while simultaneously infusing 
it with medical-grade topical solutions containing vitamins, 
antioxidants, and other targeted skincare ingredients. The result? 

Atlas Medical Laser & 

Aesthetics Clinic, #24-08/10 Ngee Ann City Tower B. Tel: 6556 0829
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Whether you prefer to embark on a skin-
transforming home beauty regime or to maintain 

the results of your aesthetic treatment, these 
potent skincare products are a must in your  

COMPLETE 
TRANSFORMATION

La Prairie Anti-
Aging Rapid 
Response Booster 
($450) Said to 
produce visible 
results in just two 
weeks, this liquid-gel 
serum utilises a 
targeted delivery 
system to transport 
wrinkle-fighting 
ingredients exactly 
where they are 
needed. Plankton 
extracts exfoliate 
the skin’s surface; 
a naturally derived 
neuro-calming 
peptide boosts 
the skin’s barrier 
function and reduce 
the appearance 
of deep wrinkles; 
and a blend of 
five different 
plant actives 
improves tone and 
translucency.

Guerlain Blanc de Perle White P.E.A.R.L. Fusion 
Day & Night Whitening Treatment ($305) Housed in 
airtight capsules, this day-and-night treatment delivers 
intensive and continuous illuminating action for 28 
days. The day formula is enriched with ingredients 
that protect the skin cells against UV attack, and the 
night formula rapidly delivers brightening actives in 
high concentrations to dark spots to even out skin 
tone and enhance radiance. 

Chanel Sublimage L’Extrait 
($719) This concentrated 
product is formulated 
with potent ingredients 
derived from the precious 
Madagascar vanilla plant: 
enriched Planifolia PFA 
from the flower and fruit 
promotes regeneration, stem 
cells from the leaves activate 
repair, and a flower infusion 
forms a protective shield.
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Sisley Botanical 
D-Tox ($270) 
Designed to 
eliminate toxins 
from both the skin’s 
surface and deep 
down, this non-
greasy night-time 
emulsion contains 
rice peptide extract 
to stimulate the cells’ 
ability to detoxify. 
Einkorn wheat 
mimics the cells’ 
natural antioxidant 
activity, and ginkgo 
biloba improves 
microcirculation. 

Peter Thomas 
Roth  
Un-Wrinkle 
Fast-Acting 
Serum ($238) 
Formulated to 
show results in 
as quickly as 
three days, this 
serum contains 
muscle-relaxing 
snail venom 
conopeptide 
and other 
neuropeptides 
to smoothen 
and reduce the 
appearance 
of stubborn 
wrinkles, 
while genuine 
diamond dust 
delivers a ‘soft-
focus’ effect.

NuFace Mini 
Facial Toning 
Device ($301) 
FDA-cleared 
for facial 
stimulation, 
this handheld 
gadget uses 
microcurrents 
to improve facial 
contour, skin 
tone, and reduce 
the appearance 
of fine lines and 
wrinkles. 

SK-II R.N.A. Power ($149 to $234) 
Aimed at firming skin both lengthwise 
and crosswise, this light cream 
combines the brand’s skin-rejuvenating 
Pitera with an advanced complex 
that rejuvenates cells and promotes 
structural protein synthesis in all layers 
of the dermis. Studies showed that 
pores became less visible in one day, 
and skin firmer, smoother and more 
radiant in 10 days. 

L’Occitane 
Immortelle Divine 
28 Day Skin 
Renewal Program 
($218) Formulated 
with essential oils 
and a blend of 
active ingredients 
from the powerful 
Corsican maquis 
plant, these 28 vials 
of daily, single-use 
doses are designed 
to gently exfoliate 
skin, strengthen and 
hydrate new cells, 
rebalance skin, tackle 
the signs of aging, 
and restore radiance 
to the complexion. 

La Mer The 
Renewal Oil 
($370) Combining 
water with 
pampering 
oils containing 
La Mer’s The 
Miracle Broth – a 
potent blend 
of sea-sourced 
actives and a 
youth-renewing 
ferment – this 
dual-phase product 
is formulated to 
mimic the skin’s 
hydrolipidic 
structure. 
Designed to soften 
lines, strengthen 
collagen, and 
plump up skin, it 
can be used as a 
primer before your 
serum, as the final 
step in your night-
time beauty ritual, 
or as a hydrating 
in-flight treatment. 

 STYLE BUZZ 
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BAR-A-THYM
18 Gemmill Lane. Tel: 6557 2224 

Having dined at Absinthe, where 
Francois Mermilliod helmed the 
kitchen for six years, I was eager to 

laidback French joint, whose name is 
a play on baratin (which means sweet 
talk in French), joins a string of new 

city not far from Spain’s northeastern border, and his extended 

espelette 

 

and I wished a bigger portion of the pillowy bread that 

 

EUNICE LEW

Our team goes undercover to suss out the latest and most talked about restaurants in town.
 EPICURE REVIEWS 

Food: 7.5/10
Service: 7/10
Ambience: 7.5/10
Average dinner 
bill for two, with 
drinks: $200

Must-tries: perfectly 
cooked chicken 
breast with buttery 
lemon mash, and 
the southern 
France staple of 
bouillabaisse. 
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Our team goes undercover to suss out the latest and most talked about restaurants in town.
 EPICURE REVIEWS 

BACCHANALIA 
39 Hongkong Street. Tel: 6509 1453

dating a string of celebrity girlfriends, 

inviting as dining in a friend’s designer 

having to leave one’s credit card details for reservations, as 

DEBBIE YONG

Food: 7.5/10
Service: 7.5/10
Ambience: 7/10  
Average dinner 
bill for two, with 
drinks: $300

Must-tries: the snapper 
ceviche with pickled 
nutmeg, starfruit, 
longan and yakon; and 
aged carnaroli risotto 
with saffron and 
unprocessed Cameron 
Highlands honey.  
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It is one of the world’s oldest and most widely available cuisines, 
yet Indian food is only just nudging its way into the global fine 

dining circuit. Debbie Yong speaks to leading Indian chefs from 
around the world to examine why it has taken so long to get here, 

and where it is headed to next.

Indian fine dining 
comes of age

Gaggan Anand
When modern Indian restaurant Gaggan emerged in pole 
position on the Asia’s 50 Best Restaurants List in May this 
year, tongues wagged all around.

How did an Indian chef – moreover one based out of 
Bangkok and who is not even serving traditional Indian food 
– outpace the traditional French and Japanese frontrunners, 
some critics nitpicked. On the other side of the fence, pro-
diversity gourmands were just as disgruntled: as one of 
Asia’s most populous countries, what took India’s cuisine so 
long to achieve this level of recognition?

This is just the tip of the iceberg of a debate that has 
long stewed over Indian cuisine’s tardy entrance to the realm 

back over 5,000 years, and as much associated with the 
lavish multi-course dinners of the maharajahs as the robust 
food culture on the streets of Mumbai, a disproportionately 
small handful of restaurants come to the diner’s mind when 

For Gaggan’s eponymous chef-owner, Gaggan Anand, 
Indian cuisine’s reticence on the global stage can be chalked 
down to the prolonged misrepresentation of Indian food: 
“Because we didn’t have faith in our food, chefs don’t serve 
what we cook at home. We serve dishes that have become 
famous in restaurants and recognised as cornerstones of 
Indian cuisine. Chicken tikka masala was born in England, 
not in India!” 

“It’s an image issue,” adds Atul Kochhar of one 

London, who opened a Madrid offshoot of the restaurant 

present our culture and cuisine to others. And for a long time 
we were not sure of our national cuisine – and it still doesn’t 
exist. We Indians are very regional and so is our culture.”

Furthermore, restaurants in India were usually not set 
up by professional chefs, but by cooks who just serve a few 
dishes in an informal family-oriented setting, adds Abhijit 
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Atul Kochhar

Lentil salad 
from Benares

Saha. The Bangalore-based veteran chef will relocate modernist 
Indian restaurant Saha, his maiden foray into Singapore, from 
Duxton Hill to the National Gallery this month.

This only started changing 15 years ago, when Indian 
chefs such as Kochhar and Vineet Bhatia in London and Vikas 
Khanna in New York, who trained under Gordon Ramsay and 
Jean-Georges Vongerichten, started opening Indian restaurants 
that won accolades from esteemed restaurant panels such as 
the Michelin Guide. This acceptance gradually trickled back to 

dining restaurant is built upon decidedly European parameters 

crockery. Trying to ascribe them to Indian cuisine – typically 
served in communal portions and eaten by hand – is like shoving 
a square peg into a round hole. 

corporate chef of ITC Hotels India, which runs the country’s 
top-ranked Dum Pukht and Bukhara restaurants. “Knowledge 
imparted by hotel schools around the world generally 
focused on French and Continental cuisine. Indian hotels and 
chefs hence got accustomed to serving Western food to its 
international clientele,” he says.

sprung up – and notched notable accolades too. On both sides 
of the Atlantic, Michelin-starred Indian restaurants such as 
Quilon, Amaya, Tulsi and Junoon (which garnered a Michelin 
star in 2010, 10 months off the bat) are pushing the modern 
Indian envelope in London and New York. And the movement 

in the Spanish capital, Rasoi by Vineet in the Mandarin Oriental 
Hotel in Geneva has furthered Bhatia’s reputation; Khanna 
expanded his Junoon brand to Dubai earlier in January; and 
this month’s New York opening of Manish Mehrotra’s Indian 
Accent (22nd on the World’s 50 Best Restaurants List) has been 
tipped as one of Manhattan’s most anticipated openings.

“The culinary landscape has opened up an increasingly 
nuanced space with bountiful opportunity, and budding Indian 
chefs have recognised that successful establishments can exist 
both within and outside hotel brands,” Gill adds.

STEPPING OUT, STEPPING UP

started his career as a trainee in a hotel before working his 
way up to the executive chef spot. On top of a rigid training 
in French and Italian cooking, dining at leading restaurants 

Mango Kulfi 
from Gaggan
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such as The Fat Duck and Albert Adria’s 
Tickets have helped to veer his cooking 
down the modernist route when he 

venture, Caperberry, a modern European 
restaurant in Bangalore. “We sent our 
chefs to learn from various restaurants, 
and ran our test kitchen for a year to learn 
the modernist approach.”

The move to apply these newly 
acquired techniques to Indian cuisine only 
came about in July 2014, when he opened 
the 42-seater Saha on Duxton Hill. At 
the twice-as-large new space within the 
National Gallery, at least 25 percent of the 
menu consists of newly created dishes. 

“We want to keep it exciting not just 
on the palate but on the plate, through 
the dishes’ contemporary presentation,” 
says Saha of his fusion of classic Indian 
cooking techniques and equipment such 
as the tandoor, the griddle-like tawa and 
wok-like kerai, together with elements from the modernist style 
of cooking such as sous vide machines, cryogenic cooking with 
liquid nitrogen and Pacojet ice cream machines. 

Before creating Gaggan six years ago, Anand noticed that 
Indian restaurants were already being crowned with Michelin 

executed at the level that it deserved to be: “I wanted to bring it 

restaurants, while keeping its integrity.” So Gaggan was born, 
but Anand soon came up against his next challenge: how does 
one modernise a cuisine already widely embraced?

GLOBAL INFLECTIONS
Anand eventually found his own voice by adhering to traditional 

ingredients such as ghee and butter and incorporating premium 
produce such as sustainably-sourced seafood and free-range 
lamb chops. He tops these off with inspirations accumulated 
from his frequent travels. 

His sentiments are shared by Saha, who has similarly 
veered away from ghee and heavy creams, while tweaking 
classic recipes to work in local produce. Saha’s menu will 
showcase tropical fruits and vegetables from Singapore and its 
surrounds, such as mangosteens, rambutans, dragonfruit and 
duku as well as locally grown baby kailan and chilli padi.

Likewise at Sydney’s acclaimed Indian restaurant Abhi’s, 
chef-owner Kumar Mahadevan – revered in Australia as the 
godfather of Indian cuisine – updates popular street snacks such 
as Kola Urundai and Bhel Puri with the addition of Australian 

respectively. A Khichidi rice and lentil risotto is served with 

cottage cheese and morels, while an 
atypically Indian roulade of salmon 
is served with a green chutney and 
tamarind chickpea kozambhu gravy. 
Desserts get a lighter hand too: a 
rose and buttermilk pannacotta is 
topped with a mixed berry salad for 
an added freshness.

Unlike chefs in India, who 

European ingredients, as an Indian 
chef abroad, Mahadevan wants to 
do just the contrary: he’s turning 
to classic – sometimes forgotten 
– Indian ingredients such as 
yams, raw mango and bittergourd 
instead. And he’ll only fuse in 
foreign ingredients when there’s a 
natural link. Morel mushrooms, for 
instance, though long embraced in 
French cuisine, also widely feature 
in traditional cuisine of Kashmir, 

where they are grown and known as guchchi. “At the end of the 
day, you have to respect the ingredient; you can’t just sprinkle 
garam masala on foie gras,” he says.

A BALANCING ACT
This naturally begs the question: just how far can one push the 
boundaries in modernising a cuisine with as long and rich a 
history as India’s before being regarded as a cast-off?

“There are reasons why certain things in the cuisine have 
to be prepared the way they are done,” observes noted Indian 
chef and cookbook author Sanjeev Kapoor. Justice can be done 
to the matla undhiyo, a Gujarati claypot stew, only if it is cooked 
underground to bring out the ingredients’ true essence. Then 
there’s the issue of pre-plating. “A proper Indian meal consists of 
various elements like dals, sabzis, breads, and accompaniments, 
and to bring all this on one plate is quite a task.”

Anand bridges this potential chasm by offering his diners 
choice. “We always have chicken tikka masala on our menu as 
an option for those who expect it, but we also serve my mum’s 

more adventurous,” he elaborates, adding that he references 
childhood memories in creating his dishes, and occasionally 
rings his mother for hand-me-down recipes.

“You have to maintain a balance between taste, texture and 

basic and you don’t get anything special out of it. We may play 
with a dish’s texture, colour and look, but we don’t play with 
the taste,” says Anand. One of his proudest moments, he recalls, 
was getting high praise from an 82-year-old Indian grandmother 

Saha’s Trio of 
Mushrooms
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FORGING AHEAD
While he has been getting more requests to speak about 
modern Indian food at international food conferences, such 
as the Culinary Institute of America’s annual World of Flavor 
festival, and he’s noticed that more new restaurants in the 

reckons that formalising a concerted modern Indian food 
movement – as Scandinavian chefs have collectively done with 

Instead, he hopes for the spotlight on Indian cuisine to be 
further enlarged to include food from regions outside of the 
usual big cities. “Regional Indian cooking is where the most 
diversity in our food culture comes from. The day we can 

will have really come of age.”
This may be easier said than done. “The biggest challenge 

for young chefs is that there is no readily available repository 
of information or recipes for budding culinary students 
to develop a strong foundational understanding of Indian 
cuisine,” says Gill. “This adherence and commitment to 
preserving tradition is our stronghold, and modern Indian 
cuisine should always be buttressed by a modernist chef’s 
understanding of traditional recipes,” he adds, citing scriptures 
such as the Books of Wisdom and Vedas as sources of inspiration 
that keep him committed to “preserving and celebrating the 
rich heritage and culinary foundations of traditional Indian 
cuisine”.

Besides maintaining a regular blog to share his culinary 
journey and recipes, a long-held dream of Saha’s is to open a 
culinary arts school for Indian cooking in Bangalore within 

the next three years. He explains: “I want to structure Indian 
cooking in such a manner so that an international chef can 
understand how Indian cooking should be approached, both 
from a traditional and modern perspective, and for students as 
well as professionals.”

“If you look into the kitchens of international Michelin-
starred restaurants now, you’ll see many Indian chefs in them. 
It will be interesting to see what ideas they will bring back 
when they return to India,” adds Mahadevan. 

There is, though, the treacherous lure of fame that young 
chefs must navigate. After Anand’s rise to prominence, more 
apprentice chefs have come knocking on his kitchen doors 
wanting to learn about modern Indian cooking, but “if you’re 
just running after names and awards, and you leave when you 
get offered a higher salary, then your progress stops. You can’t 
just work for money,” Anand quips.

Still, all of the chefs agree that international culinary 
awards are a boon more than a bane for the nascent rise of 

it would motivate Indian chefs and their teams to continue 
innovating and creating,” says Saha. 

This is why Anand isn’t letting the controversy around his 
topping the Asia’s 50 Best Restaurants List get under his skin. 
He says, “At least it has brought back some faith into a cuisine 
that lacked faith. Before, talented Indian chefs just cooked 

do Indian food. Now they do.”  
On retaining his spot next year, he adds, teasingly: “I 

would love to see someone from India beat me. I’m sure there’s 
already someone out there working on it – and it will be 
exciting to watch when it happens.” e

xxxAn Old Fashioned 
Cocktail at Gaggan

Gaggan’s fish, 
curd rice and 

sunpowder dish



Fabulous Feasts
This holiday season, a host of excellent hotel dining options will elevate the 
celebratory mood. HSBC Cardholders enjoy offers at these outlets.

Hilton Singapore
Indulge in Hilton Singapore’s newly launched Bubbly Sunday Brunch 
at Opus Bar & Grill. The interactive and theatrical dining extravaganza 
features eight live cooking stations and free-flow vino ($88/$138 
inclusive of free-flow Champagne). Highlights include the live seafood 
station, the carving and open-flame charcoal grill station; as well as the 
delectable array of à la minute specialties. 581 Orchard Road. 
Tel: 6730 3390
HSBC Cardholders enjoy: One dines free with every two paying 
adults for Sunday Brunch

The Fullerton Hotel Singapore  
Start your day at Town Restaurant, which affords guests gorgeous views 
of the Singapore River. The venue is perfect for all-day dining: choose 
from à la carte signature dishes or opt for a hearty international buffet 
spread. Move to Cantonese restaurant Jade for masterfully crafted soups 
and other modern Chinese creations such as Crispy Sliced Chilean Sea 
Bass in Honey Vinaigrette, and Sautéed Prawns with Truffles and Silken 
Egg. Draped in silver and gold, the fine dining establishment offers two 
private dining rooms and two partitioned areas for special functions. 
Christmas comes early at The Fullerton Cake Boutique. Yuletide 
offerings include Lemongrass Rendang Spiced Turkey and Sicilian Red 
Yule Log. 1 Fullerton Square. Tel: 6877 8911/12
HSBC Cardholders enjoy: One dines free with every four paying 
adults for à la carte buffet dinner and more

The Fullerton Hotel 
Singapore - Lemongrass 
Rendang Spiced Turkey

The Fullerton Hotel 
Singapore - Festive 
takeaway

The Fullerton 
Hotel Singapore 
- Christmas 
Sweet Treats

Hilton Singapore 
Sunday Brunch



For more HSBC dining privileges,  
visit www.hsbc.com.sg/dining. Terms and 
conditions apply. 

Amara Sanctuary Resort Sentosa
Celebrate Noël at the resort’s lush and idyllic Sentosa 
address, a fitting location for Shutters’ Christmas Eve 
Buffet Dinner and Christmas Day three-course prix 
fixe evening repast. Headlining the former is a turkey 
breast roulade with chestnut stuffing and cranberry 
sauce. Do not miss the log cake. The next day, relish 
in premium fare such as lobster bisque with brandy, 
crème and crabmeat; roasted prime beef short ribs; 
and Christmas pudding with brandy butterscotch, 
mixed wild berries and vanilla ice cream. 1 Larkhill 
Road, Sentosa Island. Tel: 6825 3866
HSBC Cardholders enjoy: 15% off Christmas Eve 
Buffet Dinner @ Shutters and Christmas Day 
Three-Course Dinner @ Shutters

Si Chuan Dou Hua, PARKROYAL on 
Kitchener Road
For a Nostalgic Dim Sum Buffet Feast (from $32 
per adult) redolent with yesteryear treasures, a meal 
at Si Chuan Dou Hua, PARKROYAL on Kitchener 
Road is a must. Revel in 50 items from the bygone 
era presented by master dim sum chef Wen Xin 
Wen, such as “Hakka” Dumpling with Turnip and 
Char Siew Bun with Preserved Vegetable. Included 
in the menu are Sichuan cold appetisers, stir-fries, 
roast meats, housemade desserts and exclusive 
one-serving-only signatures such as Double-boiled 
Cartilage Soup and BBQ Pork Rib. 181 Kitchener 
Road. Tel: 6428 3170
HSBC Cardholders enjoy: One dines free with every 
three accompanying diners from 1 October to 31 
December 2015

Ramada Singapore At Zhongshan Park
Check in to Flavours At Zhongshan Park for the 
‘Flavours of Asia’ dinner. On weekdays, the modern 
Asian restaurant serves sumptuous tze char dishes 
with a Western twist. The semi-buffet spread ($38 
per adult) comprises a fixed selection menu of an 
amuse bouche (three signature items), choice of 
one vegetable dish, two choices of poultry and two 
choices of seafood cooked in the restaurant's special 
series of sauces, alongside an appetiser and dessert 
buffet. Other all-you-can-eat highlights include picks 
from the ice crustacean bar and D.I.Y. stations. If 
you have an appetite for Chinese, the weekend buffet 
dinner ($45 per adult) features additional stations 
that dole out homemade soups, noodles cooked à la 
minute in favourite local broths with a unique twist, 
durian and lavender desserts, and Beer Marinated 
Pork Belly or Slow-braised Beef Cheek. This festive 
season, you will also enjoy Turkey Bak Kut Teh (on 
rotation). 16 Ah Hood Road. Tel: 6808 6846
HSBC Cardholders enjoy: 20% off total food bill

Ramada 
Singapore At 

Zhongshan 
Park - Baked 

Miso Cod

Turkey Roulade

Shutters - 
Christmas

Nostalgic  
Dim Sum 
Buffet Feast

Si Chuan Dou Hua 
- Homemade Fine 
Bean Curd with 
Wolfberry

Ramada 
Singapore At 

Zhongshan Park 
- Deep Fried 

Otak with Curry 
Peanut Mayo



 SEEN AND SAVOURED 

French flair
The top finalists of the Singapore Best Sommelier in 

French Wine 2015 will be representing the nation in the 
regional finals come December.

A
fter a 20 year hiatus, the Singapore Best 
Sommelier in French Wines competition 
organised by Sopexa returned on 9 September 

competition 

and Jacques Chua Shu Hui from 1855 The Bottle Shop 

epicure

of prominent sommeliers and wine personalities such as 

of epicure.

surely perform well in the regional competition.” e
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 SEEN AND SAVOURED 

corner of the room. Before Button’s arrival, guests battled it out on 
the simulator, as the ‘driver’ with the best timing had the privilege 
of going head to head with Button. That honour was awarded to 
Tamir Shanel, vice president of food and beverage at Marina Bay 
Sands Singapore, who, understandably, lost to Button. 

 Besides making a toast on stage with Massimo Zanetti 

charming Brit also worked the espresso machine like a pro – 
brewing his own cuppa and taking hearty swigs as he mingled  
with fans.

epicure got another glimpse of Button the following day at the 

and Oscietra caviar at Jean Georges New York, New York!, a 

Michelin-starred chef Jean-Georges Vongerichten. e

Off to the races
The perfect build-up to the adrenaline-filled  

Singapore Grand Prix weekend began at Boncafé’s 
exclusive meet-and-greet with dashing McLaren- 

Honda Formula One driver Jenson Button.

T
here’s no better way to kick off a weekend of fast cars and 
revelry than an afternoon of aromatic coffee, a round on 
the race circuit – albeit computer simulated – and getting 

up close and personal with the most experienced driver on the grid: 
Jenson Button.  

java addict. “I always have a shot of espresso before getting in the 

to Formula One after two decades through its sponsorship of 

exclusive meet-and-greet session with Button for its business 

Singapore ballroom venue was a race simulator set-up at the 
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 TOP TOQUE  

Fuelled  
by passion

Vikas Khanna made a name for himself 
in The Big Apple by impressing the 

city’s notoriously picky diners with 
his Punjab-influenced brand of Indian 

cuisine. By Eunice Lew 

T
he charismatic 44-year-old with the boyish smile has 
been fawned over by both women and men ever since 
he catapulted to stardom with his New York restaurant 

Junoon (which means passion or obsession in Hindi). But 
Vikas Khanna’s early life was not quite a bed of roses. 

Born with a club foot, Khanna was incessantly teased for 
the heavy wooden shoes he had to wear to keep his feet aligned 
after an operation. He found solace by escaping to the kitchen, 
where he would bond with his grandmother. Being able to help 
out made him feel “powerful” and nurtured in him a great love 
for food. By the time he turned 17,  he had opened Lawrence 
Gardens, a banquet and catering business, with his mother. 

But the turning point was when his uncle took him to 
Delhi’s ITC Maurya Sheraton to try the buffet. Overcome by 
how food could be art, Khanna wept as he said “main aaina 
sona khana nahin dekhya (I have never seen such lovely food)”. 
It wasn’t long before he, upon the urging of his older brother, 
travelled to the United States in 2000 to pursue the American 
dream. Though he started at rock bottom as a dishwasher and 
waiter, and at one point even had to live in a homeless shelter, 
Khanna persevered. 

Now, he’s one of only a handful of Michelin-starred Indian 
chefs. Other than running his restaurant Junoon and its 
outpost in Shangri-La Hotel, Dubai, Khanna is also a judge 
on MasterChef India and has penned several cookbooks. Most 
recently, he joined the InterContinental Hotels Group (IHG) as 
one of their culinary ambassadors. During the group’s Culinary 
Journey promotion between 17 August and 15 November 
2015, three of Khanna’s dishes are available for guests at global 
Holiday Inn Hotels & Resorts’ main restaurants – Tandoor 
Malai Chicken with mint chutney and pickled onions, Chicken 
Tikka Masala with oven-roasted vine tomato, and Masala Chai 

Brulée. Previously, a three-course menu was also available 
at InterContinental and Crowne Plaza hotels and resorts 
worldwide between 28 September and 11 October. 

How do you think your approach towards food has changed 
from when you were managing your catering business 
Lawrence Gardens, to when you started Junoon, and now? 
My approach is and should always be evolving. So many 
new ingredients have appeared in my pantry, such as long 
black pepper, tellicherry black pepper corns, fresh turmeric, 
and za’atar from Lebanon – all these ingredients give a fresh 
and unexpected twist to traditional recipes, and have really 
expanded my repertoire.

I have also learnt so much from working with American 
and French chefs over the years, particularly their emphasis 
on precision, creating different dimensions of taste, and the 
philosophy of constant experimentation. 

I believe that Amritsar is truly the food capital of North India. 

fare and also the North-West frontier. I draw inspiration from 

what I’ve seen and learnt in Amritsar while working with 
different ingredients and seasonal produce. Examples include 
incorporating the use of cumin in my dishes; how I perfect my 
dough; understanding how to cook vegetables such as slowly 
simmering lentils to draw out their creamy texture; and of 
course, the art of tandoori cooking – getting that desired  

makhni. >
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 TOP TOQUE  

 
Why did you 
decide to join 
IHG’s Culinary 
Panel? 
It is such a great 
opportunity 
to work with 
a global hotel 
brand like IHG 
to reach out to 
more people 
through food. 
Being part of 
the panel allows 
me to share my 
cuisine with food 
lovers across 
Asia, Middle 
East and Africa, 
as 20 of my 
dishes – ranging 
from appetisers, 
main courses 
and desserts – will be more easily available to the international 
public visiting InterContinental, Crowne Plaza and Holiday 
Inn hotels around the world. 

My contributions include my signature seven-spiced 
lamb shank and tandoori malai chicken. These are dishes that 
represent authentic Indian cuisine with classic, bold Indian 

mistakes did you make? 

did not know that sugar and salt could look exactly the same in 
that part of the world – we didn’t have powdered sugar, which 

ras malai, an Indian dessert that is supposed to be sweet. I still 
got the job but I confessed that I had never seen powdered 
sugar like salt.

On another occasion I was in charge of food running at a 
restaurant and I said “ek” medium-rare steak to the chef. “Ek” 
means one in Hindi, but the chef heard “eight”. I had to pay for 
the other seven steaks.

What have you observed about the attitudes of New Yorkers 
or Americans generally towards Indian cuisine? 
They love it. Americans are truly one of the most experimental 
people in the world. They are open to trying everything, which 

and more Americans trying my tasting menus and regional 
specialities beyond chicken tikka masala.

Many diners 
who come into 
Junoon for the 

that they don’t 
know anything 
about Indian 
food and don’t 
know where to 
start. I always 
tell them: start 
anywhere, you 
will love it!

You’ve received 
positive reviews 
from even  
the President 
of the United 
States, Barack 
Obama, for 
your dishes 
during one of 
his fundraisers. 

What did you whip up for him?
I cooked Himalayan-inspired dishes with a twist, such as the 
Bhutanese national delicacy of ema datshi with spicy peppers 
and cheese. At that time, I had just released my book Return 
to the Rivers, so it was a good opportunity to highlight dishes 
inspired by India’s neighbours such as Nepal, Tibet and the 
Kashmir region. I researched for many years for material to 

Dalai Lama’s request to help preserve the traditional cuisine of 
Tibetan and the Himalayan region.

What are the key ingredients in your pantry? 
My home pantry has only salt and black pepper, but my 
Junoon pantry has more than 300 spices. If I had to choose, 
cumin, tamarind, turmeric and mustard seeds are integral to 
my cooking. With my cumin-rubbed smoked salmon dish, the 

If there was one chef you could cook for, who would it be 
and what would you dish out for him/her? 
It would be Alain Ducasse, and I’d serve duck breast  

foam and Gruyère cheese. All these elements have been 
inspired by his sensibility of using minimal ingredients for 
maximum impact.

What are three misconceptions about Indian cuisine that you 
would really like to set straight? 
It’s not all spicy, it’s not all greasy, and it’s not all curry. e
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India’s next 
wine wave

Despite the downs in recent years, new Indian wineries are 
making brave efforts to steer the nascent wine industry and 

make their mark on the global stage. By Jenny Tan

W
hen Uma Chigurupati and her husband Krishnan 

www.wineinstitute.org
 

>
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KRSMA ESTATES 
www.krsmaestates.com

Prasad Chigurupati 
and Uma Chigurupati 

 
CHAROSA  VINEYARDS 

www.charosavineyards.com 

Uma and Krishna Prasad Chigurupati

Krsma Estates

Ajit Gulabchand



FRATELLI 

WINES 

www.fratelliwines.in

YORK WINERY

www.yorkwinery.com

e

From left: Piero 
Massi, Alessio 
Secci, Arjunsinh 
Mohite-Patil 
and Kapil Sekhri

Kailash Gurnani
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 VINE EXPECTATIONS 

The Zenmaster of Zin
With big successes pioneering Old Vine Zinfandel wines and an even 

bigger personality, Ravenswood Winery’s Joel Peterson sounds off to 
June Lee about wimpy wines and California’s oft-maligned grape. 

M
ost famous for his “no wimpy wines” credo, Joel 
Peterson may have sold off his winery and donned a 

winemaker-in-charge for over 30 years. 
The cowboy hat- and Hawaiian shirt-wearing Californian 

says sternly, “A wimpy wine is a wine that has no strength 
of character. It does not live up to its promise of the place or 
the grape. They might be enjoyable to some, but only in the 
shallowest of ways.” The former clinical laboratory scientist with 
a degree in microbiology had always dabbled in wine, but it was 
in making it that his path was set.  

THE ROOTS OF RAVENSWOOD
Growing up in an avid wine-loving household (his chemist 
parents established the San Francisco Wine Sampling Club – 

wine when he was 10. He apprenticed with Joseph Swan in 

brought the onslaught of Californian Cabernet Sauvignon, 
Chardonnay and Pinot Noir. Swan had planted Pinot Noir and 

vine Zinfandel from Dry Creek. 
Peterson says, “Joe used the same high quality, traditional 

Burgundian techniques that he planned to use on his Pinot Noir: 
small open-topped wooden fermenters, mostly indigenous yeast, 
caps punched down by hand, long maceration time, and aging 
in new French oak barrels for 16 to 18 months. Those wines, 
which I had a hand in making, left an indelible impression 
on me. They were among the most interesting and delicious 
California wines I had tasted.”  

The Zinfandel vines that Peterson had come into contact 
with were life-changing. He enthuses, “Due to their age, 
sometimes in excess of 100 years, they tended to have low 

planted in the right place. These survivors of the Prohibition and 
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the post-Prohibition era malaise existed because the quality 

vineyards had been replaced with crops like prunes or apples. 
It became clear to me that these were the equivalent of the 

in 1976 with US$4,000, no vineyards and no winery. But 

Zinfandel. Were I to make Cabernet Sauvignon, Pinot Noir 
or Chardonnay, I would forever be stuck making imitation 
Bordeaux and Burgundy.”

GRAPE CONTROL
The biggest challenge with Zinfandel is picking it at the correct 
moment as the clusters tend to ripen unevenly. Peterson 
explains, “On a cluster of Zinfandel ready for harvest, there 
will be a few slightly under-ripe grapes, mostly perfectly ripe 
grape and a portion of slightly dehydrated grapes in the early 
stages of raisin-ing. When one crushes these grapes, the sugar 
level tends to rise in the fermenter as the must macerates. 
Other grapes do not usually do this.” 

This is one of the reasons why Zinfandel often has higher 
alcohol levels, as the optimal picking window is usually missed. 
In exceedingly hot years like 1978, the excess sugar levels can 
result in stuck fermentation and port-like wine. He recounts 
on that year's wine, “It was 

bad so I put it in the bottle 
and labelled it late harvest.” It 

experience that again. 

to better health has been 
another concern. Many have 
been farmed for 100 years 
or more. During that time, 
humus in the soil had been 
depleted, tractor hard pan built 
up, and long term pruning of 
vines inconsistent, leading to 
high variability in fruit. He 
reckons, “My most unexpected 
successes have been 
viticultural, not enological. 
I have been using non-
irrigated old vine vineyards 

these problems has resulted 
in healthier, more resilient 
grape vines that produce more 

characters.” 
Today, Peterson enjoys 

making both 100% Zinfandels 

as well as blends. “When done correctly the choice of grape 
variety is based on the soil and climate of the site. I prefer to 
make the best wine that the site can produce, sometimes that is 

 
he elaborates. 

A SON SHINES

Project, derived from the nature of the historical pre-Prohibition 
plantings in Northern California. These were mixed plantings 
including Zinfandel, Petite Sirah, Carignane, Alicante Bousche 
at their core, and sometimes Mataro, Syrah, Grenache and a few 
others. The Mixed Black Field Blend is something that could 
have put California on the wine map with its own unique wine 
composition, had it not been for Prohibition.  

The proud father takes the opportunity to bring up his 

Wine Company has been successful with these Heritage blends. 
His Heritage Blends from Pagani vineyard, Bedrock vineyard, 

garnered great scores. When released, they sell out immediately.” 
Peterson expounds, “He is a superb winemaker with 

extensive wine tasting knowledge, and wide-ranging 

several wineries in Australia 

He actually makes wine in 
much the same way I do. 
There may be small decisions 
along the way that make our 
wines distinctive. He is more 
particular in the way he uses 
oak, matching oak producer 
with a certain wine in  
many cases.”

A LIFETIME OF WINE
“I love all aspects of it, even 
the uncertainty of harvests 
and market outcomes,” muses 
Peterson when asked about 

adopted industry. He quotes 

beat them, just outlive them. 
Which I took to mean be 
persistent and true to what 
you believe, and in the end 
you will prevail. Mondavi was 
the perfect embodiment of that 
sentiment.” e

J RAVENSWOOD SONOMA 

COUNTY ZINFANDEL

Grape variety: 84% Zinfandel, 8% 

Petite Sirah, 6% Carignane, 2% 

Mixed Blacks

Taste: Old Vine Zinfandel, especially 

from Sonoma County, has added 

depth, concentration and flavour. 

This weighty bottle shows flavours 

of black cherry, cinnamon, 

blackberry and vanilla from aging in 

French oak barrels. 

J RAVENSWOOD SINGLE 

VINEYARD TELDESCHI

Grape variety: 77% Zinfandel, 14% 

Petite Sirah, 9% Carignane

Taste: From the Dry Creek Valley 

appellation, this powerful Zin shows 

a sweet dark fruit scent along with 

coffee, caramel and vanilla from 20 

months in French oak. Finishes long 

with a bright fruit palate.   

Available from Brand Connect Asia 

Pacific. www.brandconnect.asia
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 RAISING THE BAR  RAISING THE BAR 

Man of the moment
With “elation and jubilation” at passing the world’s most  

rigorous wine exam, wine educator and founder of Taberna Wine 
Academy Tan Ying Hsien is now the first Singaporean Master  

of Wine, joining an elite group of just 340 MWs worldwide.

Your MW journey took six years. 
What were the ups and downs? 
The whole process is strenuous and 
exhausting – when I took the closed 
book examinations, it comprised four 

papers. When I embarked in 2009, the 
part I dreaded most was the theory. 
As time went on, it was the practical 
tastings that ended up being my 
biggest hurdle. 

I chose a research topic close to 
my heart (the history of a Grand Cru 

the opportunity to meet wonderful 
people and drink good wine. It was 
especially gratifying that the research 

(unlike the three attempts at the 
theory exam and four at the tasting 

 
Did you get invaluable advice from 
the community? 

others. There was one comment that stuck: Jasper Morris MW 

 
And what advice would you give?
Pursuing an MW is a rigorous, challenging programme and 

knocks one gets.
 
Did your early start in wines gave you the necessary 
exposure, understanding and appreciation of wines?
I had the good fortune of knowing people who owned 

wonderful collections of wine and who 
were generous, including pioneers in 
the wine scene here such as Dr N.K. 
Yong, Desmond Lim and Tan Kah 

MW, I had lost touch with the good 
quality entry- and mid-market wines 
and this was where I had a lot of 
catching up to do. The MW practical 
exam tests you on 36 wines spread 

price points, and can sometimes 
include obscure styles. So passing the 
exam demanded tasting more widely. 

 
What fazes you when it comes to 
wine?  

 

naturally am.
 
You started Taberna while pursuing the MW, was this a help 
or distraction? 
Taberna was both a help and a hindrance. It allowed me access 
to a wide range of wines and created fantastic opportunities to 

it needed constant attention. Matters of regulatory licensing, 

contributed to a poor performance at the 2012 examination. 
 
What can we expect next from you?

and there is plenty that I think I can do to help the industry 

>
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 RAISING THE BAR 

AMPLE MALT
Whisky 

Live Singapore is bigger 

the ocean: Capella Singapore. 
Organised by La Maison du 
Whisky, highlights include the 
launch of Irish whiskey Teeling, 
rum legend Luca Gargano’s 
masterclass, bar pop-ups, and 
the return of last year’s hotly 
ticketed Collector Room for 

pass including Collector Room 
www.whiskylive.sg  

COCKTAIL SHAKEUP
ME@OUE
menu. They draw inspiration from esoteric people and objects, and sport playful 

Wiggins, and just like him, is smooth and sleek. It comprises gin shaken with 
freshly squeezed lemon juice, a dash of Siron de Canne and fragrant mint, poured 

Laing family fox terriers. In the tipple, Sweet Wee Scallywag blended malt Scotch 

drops of grapefruit. Rooftop, OUE Bayfront, 50 Collyer Quay. Tel: 6634 4555

SPANISH REVERIE
From Rioja, Bodegas Montecillo wines 

bar Que Pasa with their month-long Montecillo 

the famed Osborne family group. The carefully 
cured ham comes from only pure breed Iberico 

7 Emerald 

Hill Road. Tel: 6235 6626

DFS’ annual Masters 
of Wines and 
Spirits offers a 
feast for the eyes and 
the palate, while also 
celebrating the group’s 

Armagnacs, Cognacs, 
Scotch whiskies and 
baijius

eaux-de-vie

to complimentary tastings at the Dom Pérignon, Hennessy, Martell, 
The Macallan, The Dalmore, Royal Salute and Johnny Walker bars on 

www.dfs.com 
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When pairing with spice-complex 
Indian cuisine, look to well-

rounded aromatic grapes such as 
Riesling, Syrah and rosé  

blends, with just the right amount 
of dryness.

With tandoori  
meats
HdV is a familial venture 
between New and Old 
Worlds: the Hyde family of 
Napa Valley and de Villaine 
of Burgundy. Winemaker 
Stéphane Vivier coaxes out 
spice and fresh fruit from 
the slopes of the Hyde 
Vineyard on the eastern 
edge of Los Carneros. 
Peppered with sweet 
red fruit and strong oak 
presence, the wine's soft, 
elegant tannins assure a 
velvety match for richly 
grilled tandoor meats. $107 

from Grand Vin

With dessert
The redevelopment of the Klein Constantia Estate 
in the 1980s revived also the legendary sweet wine 
of the region. Klein Constantia Vin de Constance 
2009, made from Muscat de Frontignan that 
was harvested in 25 hand-selected batches for 
ultimate ripeness, is the most recent release (and 
made only in top-notch years). Its palate is intense 
with marmalade, dried apricot and touches of 
sandalwood and spice that allows it to stand up 
to ghee- and sugar-rich Indian desserts. A shot of 
lively acidity and nutty, subtle oak balances out the 
pairing. $119 (500ml) from Cellarmaster

With appetisers  
and naan
Rosé makes for reliable pairings 
with all kinds of Asian cuisine, and 
this Saint Tropez stunner doesn’t 
disappoint. The Domaine de la 
Croix Irresistible Rosé 2014 is 
buttery and silky on the palate, 
as the blend of 30% Grenache, 
25% Cinsault, 15% Tibouren, 
15% Mourvèdre, 10% Cabernet 
Sauvignon and 5% Shiraz would 
suggest. An intense citrus, mango 
and peach palate, with a perfumed 
iris nose, makes it the right choice as 
an aperitif or matched to the various 
sweet, sour, salty and spice-heavy 

$39.50 from 

Wine & Bubbles

With creamy curry
New Zealand actor Sam 
Neill’s Two Paddocks wine 
venture has been going well, 
with an anticipated organic 

the meantime, don’t miss its 
estate grown Two Paddocks 
Riesling 2012, only the second 
release for this range. The 
half-hectare block produces 
wine with very intense 
characteristics of ruby 
grapefruit, lime aromatics 
and a minerally driven 
palate, which is what 
you need to cut through 
curries. A slight amount 
of sweetness on the wine’s 

nicely with 
moderately 
spicy 
chicken 
korma, 
and avoids 
bringing out 
astringency. 
$58 from 

Monopole
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Frozen
At sky-high Stellar @ 1-Altitude, party-ready drinks 

compete with the spectacular view for attention. 
Assistant bar manager Aslam demonstrates a citrus 

stunner using liquid nitrogen. 

STELLAR BELOW ZERO

30ml Hendricks gin

15ml Absolut Kurant

30ml Finest Call Sour Apple

5ml mint syrup

2 mint leaves

1 orange slice

1 lemon slice

1 cucumber slice

Speciality ingredient: 15-30ml 

liquid nitrogen (sourced online)

• Mix all liquid ingredients with 

ice cubes in a shaker to optimum 

temperature of about -10°C.

• Place fresh ingredients in a 

Champagne flute together with 

a few ice cubes, and top up with 

liquid mixture. 

• To finish with liquid nitrogen, 

layer the top with about 2cm of 

crushed ice. Add a glass straw, 

then gently pour over liquid 

nitrogen until the top ice layer 

freezes solid. 

• Let drink rest for a few  

minutes before serving.

Flavour balance
Aslam notes that the drink’s first 
zingy notes of currant and apple 
are followed by the drier notes 
of Hendricks gin and further 

smoothened by mint. The overall 
effect is refreshingly cool, even 

without the frozen layer. 

Safe handling 
Always wear insulated gloves and use appropriate vessels to 
handle liquid nitrogen. After freezing the cocktail, let it sit for 

a few minutes before touching. Remember, accidental skin 
contact may cause serious frostbite. 
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 FOOD HUNTING 
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EPICURE FOOD 

HUNTING 

APP IS NOW 

AVAILABLE ON 

ANDROID

WIN!  
Marriott 

Cafe 
vouchers 

worth $200 
each!

Download a free 
QR Code Reader 
from your app 
store and scan the 
code on the right 
to access epicure’s 
Food Hunting App.  

epicure magazine reserves the rights to publicise the participant’s 
name, picture(s) and name of the restaurant in print and online. 
Only winners will be notified. The judges’ decision is final and no 
correspondence on the decision will be entertained. 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
• SUBMISSIONS OF HOMEMADE OR HAWKER FOOD WILL NOT BE 
ACCEPTED. • ENTRIES HAVE TO BE SHOT ON-SITE AT THE RESTAURANT. 
• OVERSEAS PARTICIPANTS ARE ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE BUT THEY 
WILL NEED TO APPOINT A REPRESENTATIVE IN SINGAPORE FOR 
PRIZE COLLECTION ON THEIR BEHALF IF THEY ARE UNABLE TO DO SO 
THEMSELVES. • MANAGEMENT RESERVES THE RIGHT TO WITHDRAW 
OR REPLACE PRIZE OFFERS AT ANY TIME. • THIS CONTEST IS INITIATED 
FULLY BY EPICURE AND INDEPENDENT OF APPLE INC.

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR 
THREE WINNERS IN OCTOBER’S 
FOOD HUNTING CONTEST WHO 
HAVE WON WOOLOOMOOLOO 
STEAKHOUSE VOUCHERS 
WORTH $200 EACH!

Hui Yuan Loy
Green Tea 

Ochazuke with 
Salmon Fillet,

SIID CHA 
@ Eslite 

Spectrum, 
Taiwan

Rowena Ho
Roast Barramundi, Dashi Gauzetto, 

Shimeji Mushrooms, Sea Asparagus, 
Lotus Root and Sago,  

Open Door Policy, Singapore

Phoebe Fong
Jardin High Tea Sets,  
Salt Tapas and Bar, Singapore

Simply log on to  
www.epicureasia.com or download  

the epicure Food Hunting app to upload 
your food picture(s). The closing date 

for entries is 12 November. Three of 
the best-looking photos will be selected 

each month. 



MERRYMAKING   

AT MARRIOTT CAFE 
Marriott Cafe at Singapore Marriott Tang Plaza 
Hotel is pulling out all the stops to present a 
gastronomic Christmas experience that will captivate 
the hearts of revelers. The open-kitchen café will be 
rolling out resplendent platters of mouth watering 
roast carvings, fresh seafood on ice and a whole 
plethora of sweet desserts. Western highlights include 
Roasted Turkey with Dried Fruits, Prune & Pancetta 
Stuffed Roasted Pork Saddle, and Roasted Prime 
Beef Ribs, as well as more adventurous creations 
like Flambéed Prawns with Tequila & Lime. Asian 
delights served up encompass crowd pleasers like 
Singapore Chilli Crab, Salted Egg Prawns and 
Ginseng Herbal Chicken Soup. The sweet-toothed 

offers delectable desserts like Mulled Fruit Brûlée, 
Drunken Berries Panna Cotta and Santa’s Sherry 
Tipple, and more. So head down to Marriott Cafe this 
Christmas season for a scrumptious festive spread. 
Lobby level, Singapore Marriott Tang Plaza Hotel, 320 

Orchard Road.  Tel: 6735 5800



Savour the Finest 
of Extraordinary 

Experiences
A truly discerning 
epicurean club that 

handpicks the best of 
gastronomic indulgences 

to satiate your desires 
and senses.



Get access to exclusively curated events and experiences 
and enjoy bespoke privileges as an epicure society member.

qp 
Unlisted Collection is a proud partner of epicure society. Exclusive perks await epicure 

society members at the following restaurants and bars.

qp
Register your interest with us at 

membership@epicuresociety.com

Please visit 
www.epicuresociety.com 
to discover this exclusive 

epicurean club.

BINCHO

LONGPLAY

SORREL THE LIBRARY THE STUDY

POLLEN

RESTAURANT 
ANDRÉ

RESTAURANT 
EMBER

ESQUINA
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ENTERTAINING

INSIDE » An Indian feast fit for royalty   

» Uttam Singh’s simple pleasures from Uttarakhand  

» Sweet treats by The Song of India



Put prized produce, a mélange of 
spices and herbs, plus the exquisite 
flourish of Indian cuisine together 
for an extravagant meal fit for a king.

The royal 
treatment

TEXT JOYCE HUANG  RECIPES JAVED AHAMAD OF 
PUNJAB GRILL  PHOTOGRAPHY CHING  STYLING AND 
ART DIRECTION THNG WEE NEE



 

GUCHCHI SALAD
Pomegranate handle tray, Strange & 
Deranged; Bonnie & Neil tablecloth, 
Shiva Designs Bespoke

(Opposite) 
ASPARAGUS
Bambu serving boat by L'Objet, 
Asiatique Collections; Bonnie & Neil 
tablecloth, Shiva Designs Bespoke
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Asparagus
Tempered with royal 
cumin and Indian 
herbs, this simple but 

all the meat. 

Serves 4  Prep time 8 minutes
Cook time 10 minutes

1 bunch green asparagus spears 
15ml oil   
1 tsp royal cumin seeds  

4 red bell peppers, cut into ½ inch cubes
4 green bell peppers, cut into ½ inch 
cubes
1 tsp oyster sauce 
½ tsp ground black pepper, crushed 
salt, to taste 

 In a saucepan, bring some water to 

blanching, immediately dunk into ice 
water to retain its colour.

 In a non-stick pan, heat oil and add 
cumin seeds. Once the cumin seeds 
crackle, add onions and cook until the 
onions become a little translucent.

 Add bell peppers and asparagus, and 

season with black pepper and salt. 
Plate and garnish with coriander. 

Guchchi salad  
Enhance the distinct earthy and nutty 

guchchi (Kashmiri 

complementing them with the creaminess 
raita.

Serves 2  Prep time 20 minutes
Cook time 10 minutes

raita dressing
50ml plain yoghurt 
½ tsp black pepper 
salt, to taste 

guchchi marinade 
1 cup plain yoghurt 

3 cups apricot, peeled, pitted and 
quartered  
20ml water
3 tsp manuka honey  
1 tsp green cardamom powder  
½ tsp dry ginger powder 
½ tsp ground black pepper 
½ tsp lemon juice 
¼ tsp salt

bring to a boil.
 Add manuka honey, green cardamom 

powder, dry ginger powder, black pepper 

coriander, and mix well.

4 pieces duck leg  

1 cup hung yoghurt  

1tsp ginger garlic paste 
½ tsp Kashmiri red chilli paste  
½ tsp ground black pepper 
1 tsp garam masala powder  
1 tsp green cardamom powder 
50ml orange juice  

70 ml mustard oil     
salt, to taste 

leg with ginger garlic paste and salt, set 
aside.

 In a bowl, stir hung yoghurt until it 

ginger garlic paste, Kashmiri red chilli 
paste, black pepper, garam masala 
powder, cardamom powder, orange juice, 

then season with salt.

 Place duck legs on a baking tray 

minutes. 

1 tsp green cardamom powder 
50ml cooking cream 

salt, to taste 

20g goat cheese 

chopped  

6 large pieces guchchi (Kashmiri morel 
mushrooms), washed clean 
15g mesclun green salad

 To make raita dressing, mix all the 

 To make guchchi marinade, whisk 
yoghurt in a mixing bowl until smooth. 
Add coriander and green cardamom 
powder, and mix well. Add cooking 
cream and season with salt. Whisk gently 

 In a bowl, mix goat cheese and 
guchchi.

guchchi with the yoghurt 

 Place guchchi on a baking tray and 

and top with raita dressing. Place guchchi 

Grilled tandoori duck

Serves 4  Prep time 1 hour 15 minutes
Cook time 25 minutes

chutney 
50ml 

butter  
½ cup 



GRILLED TANDOORI DUCK
Linen platter, Strange & Deranged



BRAISED LAMB SHANK WITH 
LUCKNOWI ROGAN FOAM
Aegean dinner plate by L'Objet, 
Asiatique Collections



DUO OF CHEESECAKES 
Fortuny cereal bowls and 
dessert plates by L'Objet, 
Asiatique Collections; 
bone spoons and Bonnie 
& Neil tablecloth, Shiva 
Designs Bespoke
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Braised lamb 
shank with 
Lucknowi rogan 
foam

Serves 2  Prep time 15 minutes
Cook time 40 minutes

750g lamb leg nalli (marrow bones)
½ cup oil
2 green cardamom
1 black cardamom

1 inch cinnamon stick
6 black peppercorns 

3 large onions, sliced
1½-inch piece ginger, grated

½ tsp red chilli powder  
1 tbsp coriander powder 
1 tbsp paprika 
2 cups water 
½ cup tomato purée  
1 cup plain yoghurt  
1 tsp garam masala powder  
salt, to taste

50 ml rogan

1 tsp lecithin

 Clean and wash lamb leg pieces.
 Heat oil in a thick-bottomed pan. Add 

green cardamoms, black cardamom, 

onions are light pink in colour.
 Add ginger, garlic, red chilli powder, 

coriander powder, and paprika, and cook 

minutes on medium heat.
 Add water and bring it to a boil.  

 
20 minutes, until lamb pieces are  
almost cooked.

2 cup whipping cream 
½ cup icing sugar 
½ cup plain yoghurt 
1 cup alphonso mango purée  
1 cup mascarpone cheese 
2 tsp gelatine powder 

1 tsp pistachio, sliced 

 In a mixing bowl, whip cream until it 

it in gently 
 Add yoghurt and alphonso mango 

purée, and mix gently.

until mixture is smooth. 

Gradually mix gelatine powder into the 

creamy. 

and raspberries. e

For a bonus recipe of 

Pan-seared Foie Gras, 

visit www.epicureasia.

com/bonusrecipe or 

scan the QR code.

 
with yoghurt and add to 
the pan.

 Add garam masala 
powder and season with 

rogan).
 In a hand blender, add rogan sauce 

rogan
atop the lamb shanks.

Duo of cheesecakes

shrikhand.

Serves 4  Prep time 10 minutes
Cook time 20 minutes

gulab jamun cheese cake 
2 cup whipping cream 
¼ cup castor sugar 
2 cup mascarpone cheese  
1 tbsp green cardamom powder 

cake base 
1 tbsp pistachios, chopped 
7 mini gulab jamun 

 In a mixing bowl, whip cream until it 

it in gently.
 Add mascarpone cheese and mix until 

smooth.

it in gently. 

 Repeat with remaining mini gulab 
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Humble 
beginnings

The farm-to-table style of meals at 
home in Uttarakhand instilled in Uttam 
Singh a deep respect for food that stuck 

with him throughout his career. 
By Eunice Lew

E
ight hours northeast of New Delhi lies the Indian 
Himalayan state of Uttarakhand, where sous chef of 
Tandoor Uttam 

Singh calls home. The 
mountainous region is 
known for its tranquility and 
spirituality, which explains 

there. Growing up, Singh’s 
family was not as well to 
do as others, which meant 
that his father, as the sole 
breadwinner, had to move 
to Delhi to sell clothes in a 
departmental store. Due to 
the long travelling distance, 
the family – Singh, three 
brothers, a younger sister, 
his mother and grandfather – 
only saw Singh’s father once 
every one to two months. 

His father sent home a 
monthly allowance to feed 
the family, but they also 

their house for staple crops 
such as rice, wheat, onions, 
garlic, potatoes and lentils. 
Singh’s proximity to nature 

taught him to plant and harvest his crops with care as they 
were precious commodities. His mother, who cooked all of 

the family’s meals, would 
whip up comfort food such as 
moong dal ki khichdi with the 
harvested rice and lentils. This 
was a special treat for Singh 
whenever he felt unwell, as the 

to the normally heavy Indian 
fare. 

Cooking for the large 
family meant that Singh’s 
mother needed all hands on 
deck when dishing out meals. 
Singh remembers that he 
would jump in excitement and 
run to the kitchen whenever 
she announced that she was 
going to make matka phirni, a 
creamy rice pudding. “It’s a 
dish that holds fond memories 
of my childhood as I would 
always help my mum prepare 
the dessert,” he says. 

Regularly helping out in 
the kitchen nurtured Singh’s 
enthusiasm for food. But it was 
one particular incident with his 
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MOONG DAL KI KHICHDI
Serves 2-3

Prep time 3 minutes

Cook time 30 minutes

75ml water    

50g split green lentils   

50g rice            

50ml pure ghee         

1 tbsp jeera (cumin seeds)     

1 tbsp turmeric powder    

10g cumin powder     

10g coriander powder    

1 tsp salt      

1 tsp chilli powder     

2 green chillies, sliced

100g tomatoes, cubed

coriander, chopped, for garnish

• Add water and split green lentils 

to the rice and cook in a pot for 

about 20 minutes until rice is 

cooked through.

• Heat ghee in the pan and stir-fry 

jeera, turmeric powder, cumin 

powder, coriander powder, salt, chilli 

powder, green chillies and tomatoes 

for 3-4 minutes.

• Pour the spice and tomato mixture 

into the cooked rice and mix well.

• Garnish with chopped coriander 

and serve.

 

dad that cemented his ambition to become a chef. 
He recalls: “When I was about 10, he brought me 

I could do the same. My dad caught me imitating 
it, and then introduced me to a chef friend.” The 
journey took him to Tandoor at Holiday Inn 
Singapore Orchard City Centre in 2000. “It’s been 
15 years since I moved to Singapore, and I do miss 
my family. When that happens, I will make my 
mother’s recipe of elaichi chicken curry. While now 

with additional spices, which we couldn’t afford 
back then, this dish always reminds me of home.”

Moong Dal Ki Khichdi

Uttam Singh
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1-2 minutes separately.

• Put the fried cashew nuts, fried onions, 

yoghurt, ginger, garlic, green chillies, curd and 

oil in a food processor and blend well until it 

turns into a smooth paste.

• Boil the boneless chicken for 10 minutes.

• Heat ghee in a pan for 3-4 minutes.

• Add chicken, cardamom seeds, chopped 

spinach, coriander leaves, white pepper and 

cream, and stir-fry for another 8-10 minutes. 

• Mix in cashew nut paste and heat until sauce 

has thickened. Season with salt.

• Garnish with a few slices of almonds  

and serve.

MATKA PHIRNI
Serves 4-5

Prep time 40 minutes

Cook time 20 minutes

100g basmati rice

1 litre full fat milk

1 cup sugar   

7 cardamom seeds

20 badam (almonds)

18 pistachio nuts 

15g kesar (saffron)

fresh berries such as strawberries and 

blueberries, for garnish

• Soak rice in water for 30 minutes and grind 

into a fine paste.

• Boil milk with sugar.

• Add rice paste to milk and sugar mixture, 

then cook over a slow fire until the batter 

turns thick, about 8 minutes then take off  

the heat.

• Grind cardamom seeds into powder. 

• Toast badam and pistachio nuts to bring out 

their flavours.

• Add cardamom powder, toasted badam and 

pistachios, and kesar into the batter.

• Stir continuously until the batter is smooth.

• Pour the batter into a matka (clay pot the 

size of a shot glass) or a ramekin.

• Let it cool for an hour in the open, then chill 

in refrigerator before serving with blueberries 

and strawberries on the side. e
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Elaichi Curry 
Chicken Matka Phirni

ELAICHI CHICKEN CURRY
Serves 5-6

Prep time 10 minutes

Cook time 25 minutes

100g onions, diced

50g cashew nuts    

50g full fat plain yoghurt

20g ginger 

10g garlic     

4 green chillies

50g curd 

50ml vegetable oil

1kg boneless chicken, chopped into 3cm cubes 

50ml ghee   

½ tsp cardamom seeds

50g spinach, chopped

5g coriander leaves

1 tsp white pepper

2 tsp full fat cream

1 tsp salt 

1 almond, sliced

• Fry the onions with some oil and toast  

the cashew nuts (without oil) for  
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Mastering...

burfi
When it comes to 
doling out these 

Deepavali sweets, 
a good dose of 

patience and a dash of 
creativity are key.  

By Joyce Huang

I
n the weeks leading up to Deepavali, a swirl of colours 
and aromas permeate stalwart Indian restaurant The Song 

mithai (Indian sweets) in 

mithai for Deepavali.” Among the restaurant’s 
delightful selection of sweets, 

ingredients such as green tea for more cosmopolitan creations.
Its name a derivative of the Hindi word for snow and 

ice, 

gram

ingredients like fruits, nuts and aromatic spices to create a 

epicure’s 
masterclass participants gather around the studio’s island 

. 

mithai

levels to the palates of local diners. Dissolving the sugar in 
water takes time, and constant stirring ensures that the sugar 

The chef also stresses that when kneading or rolling the 
s into shape, take caution not to overwork it, as this will 

result in oil and moisture escaping the sweets. Despite the 
colourful ingredients incorporated into the 

festive hues. The winning decorative touch? Silver sheets for 

Manjunath 
Mural

Figs and 
Dried Fruit 
Delight
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GLOWING ROSE ROYALE
Serves 10-15

Prep time 50 minutes

Cook time 25 minutes + 1 hour chill time

450g caster sugar

200ml water

1kg ground cashew

50g Gulkand or rose petal jam (available from 

Mustafa)

2 drops red colouring

oil, for coating

vark (silver sheet), for decoration (available 

from Mustafa)

• In a thick-bottomed pan, add sugar and water. 

Over high heat, bring the water to a boil while 

stirring to dissolve the sugar.

• Once the water starts to boil, bring the heat 

down to medium and stir continuously until the 

sugar reaches two-string consistency, around 

10-15 minutes.

• Add ground cashew in batches while stirring 

the mixture. Once all the cashew has been 

added and well mixed, cook for 6-8 minutes 

while stirring continuously.

• Remove half of the cashew mixture and place 

on a shallow tray to cool.

• To the remaining cashew mixture, add rose 

petal jam and red colouring. Mix well and cook 

for 2-3 minutes. Remove from pan and place 

onto a separate shallow tray to cool. 

• Once the mixtures have cooled, knead each 

of them separately until it becomes smooth. 

Divide each mixture into three portions. Using 

a rolling pin, roll out each portion of the 

mixtures evenly to 5mm thick, in similar long 

oblong shapes.

• On a piece of baking paper, take one rolled 

rose sheet and place atop one cashew sheet, 

lining them up as uniformly as possible. Roll 

up the two sheets together tightly, like a Swiss 

roll. Use your hands to press in and shape 

the sides as well. Repeat with the remaining 

cashew and rose sheets.

• Wrap each roll with baking paper and chill in 

a refrigerator to let set for about 1 hour.

• When chilled and set, remove the rolls from the 

baking paper and coat lightly with oil.

• Cover the rolls with a layer of silver sheet. Cut 

and serve.

FIGS AND DRIED FRUIT 
DELIGHT
Serves 10-15

Prep time 40 minutes

Cook time 20 minutes + 1 hour chill time

400g caster sugar

200ml water

2 tbsp ghee

500g semi-dried figs, puréed 

200g almonds

100g cashew

100g pistachio

2 drops orange colouring

oil, for greasing

• In a thick-bottomed pan, add sugar and water. 

Chocolicious 
Alphonso 

Mango 
Sensation
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PLAY NOW 
To view epicure’s masterclass 
on YouTube, download a free QR 
Code Reader from your app store 
and scan the code on the left for 
immediate access. P
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Over high heat, bring the water to a boil 

while stirring to dissolve the sugar.

• Once the water starts to boil, bring the heat 

down to medium and stir continuously until 

the sugar reaches two-string consistency, 

around 10-15 minutes.

• Add ghee and puréed figs, and mix well.

• Add nuts and orange colouring, and 

mix well. Cook on low heat, while stirring 

continuously, for about 6-8 minutes.

• Remove the pan from heat and let the 

mixture cool.

• Grease a shallow tray evenly with oil. Place 

the figs and nut mixture onto the tray and 

spread it out evenly. Chill in a refrigerator to 

let set for about 1 hour.

• Once set, cut into squares and serve.

CHOCOLICIOUS ALPHONSO 
MANGO SENSATION
Serves 10-15

Prep time 30 minutes

Cook time 30 minutes + 1 hour chill time

450g caster sugar

200ml water

400g Alphonso mango purée

50g while chocolate

1kg milk powder

1 tsp green cardamom powder

2 drops yellow colouring

oil, for greasing

vark (silver sheet), for decoration

• In a thick-bottomed pan, add sugar and 

water. Over high heat, bring the water to a 

boil while stirring to dissolve the sugar.

• Once the water starts to boil, bring the heat 

down to medium and stir continuously until 

the sugar reaches two-string consistency, 

around 10-15 minutes.

• Add Alphonso mango purée and mix well. 

Cook on medium heat for 15 minutes.

• Add white chocolate, milk powder, green 

cardamom powder and colouring, and mix 

well. Cook on low heat for 6-8 minutes.

• Remove the pan from heat and let the 

mixture cool.

• Grease a shallow tray evenly with oil. Place 

the mango mixture onto the tray and spread 

it out evenly. Chill in a refrigerator to let set 

for about 1 hour.

• Once set, place a layer of silver sheets on 

top. Cut into squares and serve.

EXOTIC GREEN TEA LOTUS 
COCONUT LADOO
Serves 10-15

Prep time 30 minutes

Cook time 20 minutes 

450g caster sugar

200ml water

500g desiccated coconut 

100g lotus paste

1 tbsp matcha (green tea powder)

2 drops green colouring

2 tbsp ghee

50g roasted white sesame seeds

• In a thick-bottomed pan, add sugar and 

water. Over high heat, bring the water to a 

boil while stirring to dissolve the sugar.

• Once the water starts to boil, bring the heat 

down to medium and stir continuously until 

the sugar reaches two-string consistency, 

around 10-15 minutes.

• Add coconut, lotus paste, matcha, colouring 

and ghee. Mix well and cook on low heat for 

6-8 minutes.

• Remove the coconut mixture and let it cool 

on a greased shallow tray or baking paper.

Sprinkle sesame seeds over the mixture and 

knead everything together.

• While the mixture is still a little warm, use 

your hands to shape small spheres of about 

4cm in diameter. Serve.

TIP BOX
• When greasing trays or coating your burfi, 

always use oil and not ghee as the latter will 

freeze into an unappetising layer when the 

sweets are chilled.

• If you prefer to use brown sugar, limit the 

substitution to half of the required white 

sugar in the recipe with brown sugar as the 

latter contains more moisture, which might 

affect the texture of the burfi.

• Suggested flavour substitutes include cocoa 

powder or blueberries for the Gulkand in 

Glowing Rose Royale; dates for the figs and 

your choice of mixed nuts for the Figs and 

Dry Fruit Delight.

• Shape the green tea lotus coconut ladoos 

into balls while the mixture is still a little 

warm as the stickiness will help hold up  

its shape. e

Exotic Green 
Tea Lotus 
Coconut Ladoo



Catalunya

Trout Roe Brioche 
(Pelican Seafood Bar & Grill)

Signature Chilli 
Crab (JING Seafood 
Restaurant)
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A fresh 
experience

The farm-to-table movement is challenging to live out in 
highly urbanised Singapore, but Dr Richard  

Helfer, chairman of One Farrer Hotel & Spa, gives his 
guests the experience of dining fresh off the land with 

The Farm at One Farrer. By Justina Tan
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W
hile hotels are often loosely coined ‘a home away from 
home’, Dr Richard Helfer, 65, brings a blissful piece 
of his childhood to One Farrer Hotel & Spa with 

The Farm, a 11,000 sq ft urban farm located on the mezzanine 

which spanned over 400 acres,” shares Helfer, who is married to a 

Singapore some two decades ago and redeveloping properties such 

role as chairman of One Farrer, Helfer also owns two companies 
that focus on designing, developing and consulting for hospitality 

LAYING THE GROUNDWORK

Farrer’s Origins of Food concept – a technology-enabled food 

as we began developing our Origins of Food concept, having a farm 

fundamental, having an operating farm on-site allows us to acquaint 

spices, fruits, and vegetables – their colours and aromas were 

 

soil and compost, natural fertilisers, and follows the principles of 

manage the frequent harvesting of the herbs, spices, vegetables and 
fruits; nurturing and replanting many of the varieties; as well as 

homegrown vegetables and fruits to Origins of Food and some 

REAPING THE HARVEST

views of the quaint neighbourhood One Farrer is set in, The Farm 

Tuesday evening, Helfer invites a group of 11 friends to the farm 

for the evening is mostly planned around the venue, with a good 

marinated with fresh garlic and herbs and covered with a layer  

always on hand when tastings needed to be done, or spoons to 

>
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up an array of delectable appetisers, such as a selection of home-

divine when eaten with diced tomatoes and herbs harvested from 

The group's lively conversation revolves around the meal, 
Helfer’s and his mother’s recipes, and the wines complementing 

Dr Richard Helfer 
keeping an eye on a 
massive Australian 

Tomahawk.
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BREAD & BUTTER PICKLES 
Serves 4 

Prep time 5 hours 

Canning time 2 days

1.4kg Kirby cucumbers   

300g onion, thinly sliced  

39.5g salt   

ice cubes, as required

236ml cider vinegar   

236g sugar    

3 tsp mustard seed   

1 tsp celery seed   
1⁄2 tsp turmeric   

• Cut cucumbers into 1cm-thick slices. Place 

cucumber and onion slices into a large bowl, 

toss in salt and cover with ice cubes. Let it sit 

for 3 hours, and add more ice if required.

• Mix the rest of the ingredients in a pot, and 

bring to a boil.  

• Once boiling, continue to let it simmer for  

5 minutes. 

• After 5 minutes, add cucumber and onion 

slices to the liquid mixture and heat till boiling. 

Remove from heat.

• Immediately pack loosely in clean hot jars and 

process in boiling water bath for 15 minutes. 

• Remove jars from water and let them  

cool overnight. 

• Wait 2 days before serving.

• Combine all the ingredients except butter, 

cream cheese and tomato spread. Beat by 

hand till smooth, or mix in a food processor.

• Add in butter and beat until the dough is 

elastic and shiny.

• Rest for 30 minutes.

• Punch the air out. Rest for 20 minutes and 

portion out two 550g balls of dough. 

• Let the dough rest, and then sculpt 

into a round shape. Rest in proofer for 

approximately 30 minutes.

• Bake at 250°C for approximately 12 

minutes.

• Let it cool. Slice the bread and grill it until 

light brown colour. 

• Serve with Philadelphia cream cheese or 

tomato spread.

HAWAIIAN KAUAI SALT 
CRUSTED AUSTRALIA 
GRASS-FED BEEF 
TOMAHAWK
Serves 1 

Prep time 40 minutes

Cook time 10 minutes 

200g ribeye steak (Tomahawk)   

50g Hawaiian Kauai salt (available at gourmet 

grocers) or regular salt

30g garlic cloves, minced 

10g salt, to be mixed with minced garlic 

30g whole grain Dijon mustard  

10g fresh thyme    

10ml extra virgin olive oil   

2g freshly ground black pepper  

 

• Unwrap the beef, rinse it well, and pat dry with 

paper towels. Rub the beef with the Hawaiian 

Kauai salt and set it on a rack lined with a 

baking sheet. Let it rest for about 30 minutes.

• Mix garlic with 10g salt and mash into a paste.

• In a small bowl, combine garlic paste with 

mustard, thyme, olive oil, and pepper. 

• Remove Hawaiian Kauai salt from the beef 

and rub the garlic mixture over all sides of the 

meat. Put the beef on the grill, fatty side up, 

and grill for 7 minutes or until medium rare.

• Let the meat rest for 5 minutes before 

serving.

DORIS’ DILL BREAD 
Serves 2 

Prep time 3 hours 

Cook time 30 minutes

400g bread flour    

15g sugar     

20g dill     

15g onion flakes    

4g salt    

233ml water     

166g cottage cheese   

12g butter 

Philadelphia cream cheese or tomato spread, 

to serve   

>
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200g melted butter   

• Mix crumbs with butter and press into a tart 

shell mould. Bake at 180°C for approximately 

10-15 minutes.

• Leave to cool and remove the shell from 

the mould. Keep in air tight container.

whisky filling

177g cream 

1 medium egg

1 egg yolk  

78g milk  

15g flour 

147g Valrhona Caraibe chocolate  

118g Valrhona Jivara chocolate  

30g whisky

whipped cream, to serve    

• Heat the cream in a pot for approximately 

4 minutes at medium heat, then add in the 

egg and egg yolk and cook for an additional 

2 minutes.

• Add in milk and flour. Mix well and cook for 

about 15-20 minutes, or until custard-like.  

• Add in chocolate and whisky. Stir till 

smooth.

• Pour the mixture into the tart shell and  

keep it at room temperature to let it set for a 

few hours.

• Serve with a dollop of whipped cream. e

MARKET FISH OF  
THE DAY WITH LAKSA 
PASTE WRAPPED IN  
TI LEAVES
Serves 3-4 

Prep time 40 minutes   

Cook time 30 minutes

laksa spice paste

30g garlic cloves

50g shallots   

30g dried chillies  

10g laksa leaf  

10g turmeric powder 

10g toasted belacan 

20g lemon grass   

20g galangal  

20g dried shrimp  

10g sugar    

3g salt    

10ml oil    

20ml lemon juice   

20ml tamarind juice 

  

600-800g whole red grouper  

5 Ti or Japanese Bamboo leaves 

  

sambal belacan and sliced shallots 

condiment 

30g red chillies, deseeded  

10g bird’s eye chillies, deseeded 

20g toasted belacan   

5g sugar    

10g small lime, juiced

10g shallots, sliced    

 

• To make laksa spice paste, blend all the 

ingredients except fish and Ti leaves in a food 

processor.

• Clean the fish and pat dry. Coat the fish  

with the laksa spice paste evenly and wrap  

with Ti leaves. Use toothpicks to hold the Ti 

leaves together so the fish is tightly wrapped. 

• To make belacan condiment, blend the red 

chillies, bird’s eye chillies, and toasted belacan 

in a food processor.

• Add sugar, lime juice and sliced shallots to the 

sambal. Stir well.

• Heat grill and grill the fish parcel for 15 

minutes on each side (or until the Ti leaves are 

charred).

• Serve hot with the belacan condiment.

CHOCOLATE YAMAZAKI 
WHISKY TART
Serves 1 

Prep time 40 Minutes   

Cook time 40 Minutes

tart base

600g digestive biscuit crumbs
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The Disgruntled 
Chef’s Crispy Lamb 

Short Ribs
Asian flavours with a distinct Indian influence 
come together in Daniel Sia’s signature crispy 

lamb short ribs, adding cosmopolitan pizzazz to 
a meat-lover’s classic.

Serves 8  Prep time 20 minutes

Cook time 2 hours 30 minutes

1.8kg lamb short ribs

salt and pepper, to taste

4 tbsp oil

1 yellow onion, diced

1 carrot, diced

1 ginger, diced

2 red chillies, diced

1 clove garlic

5 star anise

1 stick cinnamon

8 cloves

2 bay leaves

180g dou ban jiang (chilli bean paste)

2 litres beef stock

corn flour for dusting

shichimi togarashi and coriander leaves 

for garnish

mint yoghurt 

200g plain yoghurt

5g mint leaves, casually torn

 Season lamb short ribs with salt and pepper.

Fill deep fryer with at least 3cm of oil, heat 

to 200°C, then deep fry ribs for 2 minutes.  

Remove ribs from fryer, then drain.

 Heat 4 tbsp of oil in a deep pot, then sauté 

onion, carrot, ginger, chilli, garlic, star anise, 

cinnamon, cloves and bay leaves until fragrant, 

approximately 5 minutes.

 Pour chilli bean paste and stock into the pot 

to simmer for 20 minutes, covered. Add in ribs 

and cook over low heat for 45 minutes until the 

meat is tender, then cover again for 1½ hours. 

Remove ribs from stock and leave to cool. This 

step can be done 3 hours before serving.

 When ready to serve, stir yoghurt through 

with mint leaves, then set aside.  

 Dust short ribs with corn flour. Heat oil in a 

deep pot to 190°C and deep fry the ribs until 

crispy.

 Sprinkle some shichimi togarashi powder 

over the crispy ribs, and add a few dollops of 

mint yoghurt on the plate. Garnish with fresh 

coriander. Serve immediately. e



Discover BEST WESTERN PREMIER The Haven Ipoh
A tropical haven set among lush tropical jungle offering the perfect escape from city life

The Haven Ipoh

Truly a haven of tranquility and activity
•  Beautifully-appointed guest rooms
•  Set amongst lush, natural forest and limestone hills
•  Four-level swimming pool with Jacuzzi
•  Conference center
•  International all-day dining restaurant
•  Easy access to airport and shopping malls

Facebook.com/BestWesternAsia | 

For hotel development opportunities, please contact asiadevelopment@bestwestern.com

For reservations, Visit www.bestwesternasia.com
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INSIDE » Sri Lanka, pearl of the Indian Ocean  

» 10 reasons why India should be your next travel destination  

» Global insights from Peter Bellerby
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 TRAVEL NEWS 

Pearl of the 
Indian Ocean 

Sri Lanka’s re-emergence as a burgeoning tourist 
destination has brought about a wave of luxury resort 

developments. By Raymond Tan

THE GREAT OUTDOORS
Encompassing Senanayake Samudraya Lake, Sri Lanka’s largest 
inland body of water, Gal Oya National Park provides ample 
opportunities to get up close and personal with the native wildlife. 
Resting on a 20-acre forested site next to the lake, Gal Oya Lodge 
boasts rustic but comfy bungalows, a restaurant, bar and swimming 
pool. The lodge specialises in sustainable tourism, with most of its 
furniture handmade by local village craftsmen, evoking a one-with-
nature feel. Guests are recommended to go on organised jungle drives, 
nature walks and exclusive boat safaris across the lake, the latter 
providing an unblemished view of the plentiful elephants playing in 
the waters. Inginiyagalla Road, Ampara, Sri Lanka. Tel: +94 55 5 656670

A WHALE OF A TIME
Be sure not to miss out on whale watching when you’re visiting 
the Teardrop of India. A great place to do this is from the recently 
launched Cape Weligama, which sits on the Southern coast. 
Opened by the Fernando family of Dilmah Tea fame, the hotel offers 

views of the Indian Ocean. Gaze into the sapphire waters where 

whales glide into the Indian Ocean’s seemingly endless horizon. 

or scuba diving action. Abimanagama Road, Weligama, Sri Lanka.  
Tel: +94 41 225 3000

TEA ESCAPADES
If you’re yearning for idyll, put up at Ceylon Tea Trails, nestled 
in Sri Lanka’s scenic Ceylon tea region. The resort comprises four 
luxurious colonial era bungalows, which are connected by walking 
paths through beautiful tea gardens. Explore lush plantations and 
visit a century-old factory for a crash course in the fundamentals of 
Ceylon tea. A typical day for guests starts with the tradition of bed 
tea served by a butler, who will also draw your bath. A chef will 
then suggest meals based on fresh produce as well as vegetables and 
herbs grown on the resort’s premises. The elevated region’s cool 
climate and verdant surrounds make it ideal for leisure trekking and 
biking. 46/38 Nawam Mawatha, Norwood, Hatton 22000, Sri Lanka.

Cape Weligama

Ceylon Tea Trails

Gal Oya Lodge



Sumo & Sushi (sumo 
grand tournament)

Amazing Argentina 
(a scene in 
Patagonia)

Just Bordeaux 
(for wine 

connoisseurs)
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I
n Tokyo, where I’m from, there are over 3,000 Italian 
restaurants. The Japanese love Italian food so much so 
that they have dubbed its lighter and less oily Japanese-

restaurants in Singapore, but I’m hoping that I can contribute to 
Singapore’s growing culinary culture with Terra (which means 
earth or ground in Italian).

Before setting out to open Terra, where I serve my own 
unique brand of ‘Tokyo-Italian’ cuisine, I wanted to familiarise 

help me bring in produce to be used in my kitchen. So I decided 
to explore several regions of Japan, including the Wakayama, 
Ishikawa and Nagasaki prefectures.

LEARNING FROM THE BEST
My journey started from Goto city in Nagasaki, southern  
Japan, as I was keen to meet a supplier of mullet. It was 

Kamigotougyokou port to get a deeper understanding of how to 
use it in my cuisine. 

I took the train everywhere, so I was able to hop on and hop 
off whenever I felt like it, with no plan in mind. Wakayama was 

From 
Japan into 
the Italian 

kitchen
On a mission to bring Japan’s Itameshi 

phenomena to Singapore, Seita 
Nakahara embarked on a five-month 

journey visiting ports, markets and 
restaurants in his home country to 

source the best ingredients possible for 
his new restaurant, Terra.  

The nightscape of 
Nagasaki Bay
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one such stop on the trip north from Nagasaki. I headed straight 
to Kuroshio Market in search of tuna – it’s one of the top 

shows. The suppliers there are always mindful of how they 

clients, which is why I’m thinking of getting my tuna from them. 
I then moved on to Ishikawa’s Wajima Asaichi Market in 

search of zuwaigani, also known as snow crab; the market is 
also famous for its awabi
or steamed. In the winter, there’s an abundance of kobako-gani 
(female snow crab), which chefs like to use in pasta because the 

unknown amongst tourists, so it’s a great spot to experience the 
energetic local atmosphere.

institutions use local produce so that I can use this knowledge 
to incorporate ingredients never before seen in Italy into my 
dishes. In Kanazawa city, I popped by Komatsu Yasuke, 
which is run by 83-year-old sushi master Kazuo Morita. He’s 
considered to be a legend in Japan and is regularly visited by 
aspiring chefs eager to study his food. The way he handles 
his ingredients is mesmerising – he’s just so practiced at it. He 

works akami

Upon my chef friend’s recommendation, I also dined at 
sushi restaurant Sushidokoromekumi in Nonoichi city, about 
a 20-minute drive from Kanazawa. Run by chef Takayoshi 
Yamaguchi and his wife (who the restaurant is named after), 
the seven-seat diner specialises in kobako-gani and awabi. He 
likes his ingredients to speak for themselves and adds little to no 

AN EDUCATION
Adding on to my research, I returned to Tokyo to visit multiple 
Itameshi restaurants run by chefs I previously worked with 
in Italy. One such place was Antica Braceria Bellitalia by chef 
Hirokazu Inoue, who serves Italian fare rooted in tradition, 
but using Japanese ingredients. There, I tried the chargrilled 
Wagyu beef, which inspired me to do the same at my restaurant. 
I use the misuji cut (shoulder) of tajima-gyu, a type of black 
Wagyu, together with oven-baked seasonal vegetables such  
as kabu, onions, eggplant and Japanese potatoes, and a red  
wine sauce. >

Seita Nakahara

Zuwaigani

Wajima 
Asaichi 
Market

Chargrilled 
Wagyu 
at Antica 
Braceria 
Bellitalia
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Another restaurant that was important for me to visit as 
an Italian-trained Japanese chef was Curioso by chef Akira 
Sugiura. He had trained in both Tuscan and Ligurian cuisine, 
worked in one Michelin-starred restaurant Sola in Paris, and 
is now creating his own style of Italian cuisine in Tokyo. For 
example, Sugiura cooks ayu

 
with lardo (the cured back fat of a pig). In Italy, chefs normally 
use trout.

Japan quite well as a native. But the experience has taught me 
that there are always more things to explore and uncover. One 
of the most important lessons I learnt on the way was a method 

shinkei-
jime (shinkei means nerve, jime means kill). In this highly-skilled 

cord by inserting a metal wire through the head to the tail. 

from Japan, it takes three to four days before it reaches them. 
But the shinkei-jime
available in Singapore, at almost the same quality available to 
the locals in Japan. After my trip, I’ve also learnt not to restrict 
myself to only Tokyo’s Tsukiji Market for prized catch. e 

 

 
 

Seita Nakahara lived in Singapore for four years when he was younger 

and dreamed of returning to open his own restaurant. After training in 

Italian cuisine in Tokyo, Tuscany, Sicily and Piedmont, he came back to 

Singapore in 2010 and joined Enoteca L’Operetta as executive chef. Just 

last month, Nakahara set out to finally helm his own place, Terra, on  

Tras Street.

Antica Braceria 
Bellitalia, Tokyo 

Curioso, Tokyo

Curioso, Tokyo
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     Gastronomic Delights
Choose from as many as eight dining options 
onboard including the elegant three-tier Main 
Dining Room, Windjammer Café buffet restaurant 
and speciality restaurants such as Chops Grille 
Steakhouse, Giovanni’s Table and Johnny Rockets.

HANG OUT WITH
KUNGFU PANDA

GET REFRESHED WITH
THE PURE OCEAN BREEZE

ICE-SKATE ON
THE EQUATORPERFECT YOUR SWING

ON THE HIGH SEAS

ROCK-CLIMB WITH
A SPECTACULAR VIEW

Johnny Rockets*
Get the family together for 
good old-fashioned hamburg-
ers and fries at Johnny Rockets 
— complete with authentic 
1950s décor, a menu filled with 
all-American favorites and a 
jukebox at every table.

PUT US ON YOUR NEXT HOLIDAY CHECKLIST

Mariner of the Seas® 

R

ONE HOLIDAY,
ENDLESS ADVENTURES

S p e c i a l t y  D i n i n g

 Singapore Departures: 
 2015 Nov 27, Dec 4, 21, 
 2016 Jan 8, 15, Feb 19, 26 
 Port-of-call: 
 Kuala Lumpur (Port Klang)

3-NIGHT MALAYSIA EXPLORER CRUISE
 Singapore Departures:  
 2015 Nov 12, 16, 23, 30, Dec 17
 2016 Jan 11, 18, Feb 5, 22, 29
 Ports-of-call: Kuala Lumpur (Port Klang), 
 Langkawi, Phuket

4-NIGHT ISLES OF SOUTHEAST ASIA CRUISE 
 Singapore Departures:  
 2015 Nov 5^, Dec 7, 12, 24, 29 
 2016 Jan 3, 22^, Feb 9, 14
 Ports-of-call: Kuala Lumpur (Port Klang), 
 Penang, Langkawi, Phuket

5/7^-NIGHT SPICE OF SOUTHEAST ASIA CRUISE  

Chops Grille*
Be sure to dine at Royal Caribbean's 
popular signature steakhouse. Chops 
Grille serves grade-A premium cuts of 
steak cooked to your specifications, 
plus fresh seafood, hearty side dishes 
and signature desserts in an upscale, 
contemporary setting.

Giovanni’s Table*
A casual Italian trattoria with 
indoor seating, Giovanni's Table 
offers rustic dishes with a 
contemporary flair, including 
toasted herb focaccia, pastas, 
braised meat dishes and stews 
— served family-style.

Main Dining Room
Enjoy splendid ambience, 
world-class cuisine and 
extraordinary personal service 
from a dedicated wait staff. 
Our main dining room 
serves exceptional, multi-
course meals for breakfast, 
lunch and dinner.

*Additional charges apply.

BEST CRUISE
OPERATOR, ASIA
TTG Travel Awards
2008 – 2015

8
YEARS
RUNNING
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Charming  
beyond 
words

From royal food to out-of-this-
world hotels, Debbie Pappyn 

gives 10 reasons why India 
should be the next destination 

for any lover of slow travel. 

1 
Discover the Jungle Book, for real
Rudyard Kipling drew his inspiration for Mowgli, Bagheera 
and Sher Khan in The Jungle Book from the wild animals of 

Pench National Park in Madhya Pradesh, a park that has been a 
tiger reserve since the 1990s. According to the latest count, 25 of 
the endangered cats still live there. 

We arrive via Nagpur, also called the navel of India, as the city 
is right in the centre of the country. Nagpur is mainly famous for 
its cotton plantations and citrus groves but also for its 750 sq km 
Pench National Park, which is a three to four hour drive from the 
city centre. While most of the wilderness camps are located along a 
busy side of the park close to Turia, Jamtara Wilderness Camp is 
situated on a quiet side, close to a village of the same name and the 
Jamtara Gate that leads into the park. 

The camp has a dozen tents that look out over the wilderness 

place to see wild animals. He recounts that the last time he returned 
to the village, he saw a leopard walking along the dirt road. The 
goats and buffaloes in nearby villages make easy prey for the wild 
cats. The camp itself is situated beside an impressive baobab tree 
decorated with lights, under which gin and tonics are enjoyed at 
sundown. Our day outing with the Jamtara guides reveals tigers, 

Jamtara Wilderness Camp
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leopard and even a civet cat, a nocturnal animal rarely spotted 
before dusk. 

Alongside your safaris, make time to visit the surrounding 
villages. Dimple, the manager of Jamtara Wilderness Camp, takes 
us to a market where both food and household goods are sold. The 
vendors here hardly ever see tourists. Among spice and crafts stalls 
are stands selling copper pots for collecting water. Apparently, the 
copper releases an element into the water that is good for the health 

copper water pot, a few packets of herbs and spicy peppers, some 
charming cotton scarves and glass bangles, we return to the camp. 
The local economy must always be supported even if you mainly 
come to see the wildlife. 

2 
Get to know the Tiger Man of India
Amit Sankhala, a tourism expert, spends 
half his time in Canada, but when he’s 

back in India, he runs the Jamtara Wilderness 
Camp. His job involves taking visitors deep into 
the Himalayas to see snow leopards. For a trip 
like this you need patience, warm clothing, a 
telephoto lens and perhaps a bottle of oxygen, as 
the snow leopard is particularly fond of elevated 
and hidden places. 

Sankhala’s grandfather was known as 
the ‘Tiger Man of India’ because he launched 
tiger conservation projects in the 1970s, when 
the animal was almost extinct. He was also 
the director of Delhi Zoo and won numerous 
prizes and accolades for his research into tiger 
behaviour and conservation. Sankhala’s father 
also followed in his footsteps and was a pioneer of eco-tourism at 

eco-tourism lodges, Kanha and Bandhavgarh, and was the head 
of the Tiger Trust in India. When the family moved to Vancouver, 
Sankhala grew up and studied there until the passing of his father, 
whereupon he returned to India and took over the family business. 

Last year, when the Indian government decided to close all 

as he believes that a ban on tourism will give poachers free reign, 
causing the 1,700 tigers remaining in India to disappear even faster. 
He feels that better policies can be crafted to reduce the number of 
tourists while directing more money to achieving the right goals, 
better training for guides and naturalists, and making sure tourists 
are well-guided. Whether it’s to safeguard tigers or snow leopards, 
sustainable tourism in an ambitious country like India is vital. 

3 
Go glamping
You can’t really call the white, elegant structures of Aman-
i-Khás resort safari tents. They are gigantic, canvas mini-

temples of more than 100 sq m and almost six metres high. The 
nine tents are nestled in lush, tall grass and not far from a hidden 
lake, where leopards and hyenas come to sip from at night. Apart 

from the exciting safaris, guests can embark on outings like relaxing 
camel treks to vantage points overlooking the famous Ranthambore 
National Park or choose to unwind in the camp’s spa. Upon 
returning from our safari, we are handed damp towels scented 
with glorious jasmine and freshly made drinks made from basil and 
lemon juice. Our personal butler Satish brings us exquisite snacks 
throughout the day and serves us at night during candlelit dinners. 

With the sound of the Indian bush in the background, we sleep 
well in our canvas castle, its expanse of white and creams adding 
to the tent’s luxurious spaciousness. By end May, the Aman-i-Khás 
camp is completely dismantled and stored ahead of the rain and 

concrete bath. 

4 
Track the Bengal tiger
If there is just one Big Cat you see 
while in India, make it the Bengal tiger, 

otherwise known as the Royal tiger. We start 
our encounter early in the morning in the 400 
sq km Ranthambore National Park, one of the 
largest tiger reserves in the country. The busy 

Indian middle class. Typically, large, open trucks 
carrying more than 20 people zip through the 
park, but for better comfort, opt for a private 

to slowly drive through the endless wilderness. 
Ranthambore National Park is cut up in 

zones and the possibility of seeing a tiger is, like 
on any safari, not guaranteed. I tell my guide that 
I don’t believe there are still tigers in India. Taki 

tiger with her three cubs were spotted. She’ll still be there because 

wobbly steps.”
Suddenly, one of the park’s four-wheel drives zips by carrying 

a few VIP guests. Taki sets off in pursuit, because according to him, 
they know something we don’t. A little further on a young male 
tiger lazes in the high grass with half-closed eyes, enjoying the early 
morning sun. Twenty minutes later, we see the mother tiger walking 

appears to be a cub but what we soon realise is dead prey. Within an 
hour we see the young male tiger again, now in a different place. The 
beast languidly walks in front of our vehicle. Taki looks at me with 

beautiful tigers here?” 

5 
Taste the Maharajas’ kitchen
To avoid Delhi Belly (or stomach problems while travelling), 
follow the advice of B.J., executive chef of the luxurious 

This bright yellow root is known to disinfect and inhibit infections, 

Amit Sankhala



Aman-i-Khás Resort’s 
luxurious safari tent

Bhangharh

The inviting pool 
of Aman-i-Khás

A close encounter 
with the majestic 

Bengal tiger
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his food combines local specialities from 
Rajasthan and classic recipes from the south. 
He is particularly adept in Ayurveda cuisine 
and royal recipes specially created to sate the 
hunger of Maharajas and delicate princesses. 

These recipes often involve a lot of 
work, both in terms of preparation and 
eating – ancient Indian kings had the time 
and manpower for such extravagance. B.J. 

chickens, the chickens with quails, and the 
quails with boiled eggs. The goat was then 

or brass pot called a lagan. In Rajasthan, the 
Rajput warrior clan had a similar way of slow 

in yoghurt and spices, and then wrapped in 

then cooked for hours in a hole in the ground 

top recipe at that time was Khud Khargosh, 
roughly translated as rabbit in the hole. 

As the resort is located in the fertile 
valley between the Aravalli Hills, the chef has 
his own organic vegetable garden of nearly 
1.3 hectares. More than 80 percent of what is 
served in the resort comes from this garden, 
which smells of exotic blossoms. There are 
grapes, sprouts, coriander, basil, tomatoes, 
aubergines, mustard plants, guava, edible 
violets and more. Many of them go into the 
feast B.J. prepares for us. 

6
Immerse in mysticism

India,” says our guide Kushi from 
Amanbagh resort. We are in Bhangharh, 
a little over 300km from Delhi. This is a 
rural but magical part of Rajasthan, often 
overlooked by most travellers. The Alwar district has lush valleys 

the scent of eucalyptus lingers in the air. Rohida trees in full bloom 
provide explosions of bright orange along the winding roads. In 
bygone times, some valleys in Alwar, like here around Ajabgarh, 
once served as hunting grounds for kings at a time when tigers and 
other big game were plentiful. Leopards are still seen here, but the 
rest have gone. 

Bhangharh is an historical site dating from the 16th century 
and was built for a relative of the royal family of Jaipur. What 
was once the lively and elegant capital of this region is now a ruin 
known as hoot bangla, the fortress of spirits. As we walk through the 
ruins, we pass one dilapidated temple after another. The only forms 
of life are the acrobatic macaque and grey langur monkeys swinging 

between trees and the water snakes in the old 
swimming pool of the king.

numerous temples, bustling bazaars, verdant 
gardens and swimming pools became deserted 
overnight. The reason for this was that the 
evil wizard Selu Sewra, who lived in a temple 
high up in the mountain overlooking the city, 
had his eye on the city’s beautiful queen. He 
sent the royal beauty an enchanted bottle of 
perfumed oil that would make her fall in love 
with him. The queen realised the deception 
and poured the oil from the bottle onto the 
ground, whereupon the earth immediately 
transformed into a stone that crushed Selu 
Sewra. The wizard’s dying curse was that the 
royal household and all living things in the 
surrounding area would die. The king took 
the curse seriously and had the city evacuated. 

before or after sunset.” 

7 
Stay in a blue city full of poetry
Jodhpur is a sea of blue in the middle 
of desert-like and dusty Rajasthan. It is 

a poetic city, with narrow streets, a bustling 
market, and of course, the Mehrangarh fort 
dominating the skyline. Our guide explains 
that the houses were painted blue because the 
original earth colour attracted too much sun. 
Plus, the colour blue repels mosquitoes. 

Jodhpur is also a great place to buy 
colourful textiles, jewellery and spices. Make 
sure you come with enough room in your 
suitcase and enough time to walk around the 
walled city. The old city palaces, or havelis, 
sometimes have roof terraces where you can 
eat, drink and enjoy the beautiful view of the 

city and the fort. In other havelis, you can even spend the night. We 
stayed in Pal Haveli, an old residence where the Karanji family 

 is their motto, 
although the vintage bar inside could do with a good dusting. In 
contrast, the roof terrace is one of the most beautiful in the city. 

A few streets away is Raas, also hidden within an old haveli 
but with a modern annexe. It is a design hotel featuring modern 
bedrooms with high windows, most of which overlook the fort 
and the hotel’s garden and swimming pool. From the middle of 
April, prices drop dramatically. The restaurant serves up a fantastic 
breakfast (choose masala dosa and masala chai) and is transformed 
into an extremely romantic setting at night when candles are lit and 
the fort is illuminated. 

BJ, executive 
chef of the 

luxurious 
Amanbagh 

resort in 
Rajasthan

A royal feast 
using organic 
vegetables
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Completely over the top is the Umaid Bhawan Palace, still the 
residence of the Jodhpur royal family but also partly a luxury hotel 
now run by Taj Hotels. Have lunch overlooking the vast gardens 
where peacocks elegantly stroll. During the low season of April the 
prices of rooms are halved, making it accessible to spend the night in 
a real royal palace. 

8 
Ride a Marwari horse like a warrior
What was once a dream of the 
owner Sidharth Singh and his 

wife Rashmi, is now Mihir Garh, a 
palatial fort built from local adobe with 
nine suites measuring almost 160 sq m 

on the edge of the Thar Desert, one 
hour away from Jodhpur, is local and 
handmade by craftsmen – the elegant 

constructed with cow dung, while the 
carvings were made by carpenters from 
surrounding villages. 

Singh hails from a well-known 
and respected local family. He also 
runs the more affordable historic hotel 
Rohet Garh in the village of Rohet, 
his old family home built in 1622. 
Visitors who come to stay here or 
in Mihir Garh usually come for the 
Marwari horses and the impressive 
stables built by Singh. Descended 
from the native Indian pony crossed 
with Arabic thoroughbred and with 
some Mongolian blood thrown in, this 
horse breed is unique to the Marwar 
region. Warriors and hunters from the 
local Rathore clan bred the Marwari 
in the 12th century. The tips of the 
horses’ ears bend inwards, but they are particularly known for their 
eccentric temperaments. As such, Singh says they are only suitable 
for experienced horse riders. Guests at Mihir Garh temporarily 
escape their royal suites and private plunge pools early in the 
morning or in the late afternoon to ride the Marwari through the 
endless Thar Desert and quiet villages. Some guests even come here 
for special riding lessons. 

9On the edge of the Thar Desert in Rajasthan live the 

15th century with Jambhoji, an inhabitant of a village not far from 

of mankind meddling too much with nature. When he became a 
Swami, or holy man, he founded the Bishnoi sect that follows 29 
rules. Among them: no killing or eating of animals, no cutting down 

of trees, only burn dead wood, and always protect nature,  
among others. 

The Bishnois still live in a village of simple mud huts without 
running water or electricity, and they still try to live at one with 
nature. The male head of the family is always dressed in white, 
including the turban. Married women wear a nose ring and have to 
veil themselves from men other than their husbands. Under a shady 
tree – the sacred khejri – the head of a family sits on his charpoy, a 

handmade day bed, weaving a rope. 
The women cook while his daughter-
in-law makes a dam to separate 
their land from the road. The rains 
will arrive soon and stones provide 
handy natural protection. When she’s 

photograph. Her father-in-law leaves 
for a while because he may not see 

her on a photo though, and breaks out 
into a proud smile when we show him 
her photo a little later.

    

10 
Book a female Indian  
taxi driver
How India is portrayed in 

media is not often positive, especially 
if you are a lone female traveller. But 
there are ways to feel safe and enjoy 
this country, thanks to people like 
Briton Lizzy Chapman, who has lived 
in India for a long time and offers 
a service of female taxi drivers in 
Mumbai. Chapman also runs Abode, 
a new boutique hotel in the city. Many 
of her clients are women who often 
travel alone or together. To arrive in a 
new country, in a hectic airport and to 

be greeted by a female taxi driver can be quite a relief.

among thousands of male drivers. Years ago, she saw an ad for 
training and a job as a female driver for a private company and was 
accepted. Now she spends her time navigating deftly through busy 

will head back to pick up someone else. 
Abode Hotel is located in the lively and touristy Kolaba, just 

around the corner from the renowned Taj Mahal Palace Hotel. 

serves as a reception, lounge and breakfast nook where you can 
have a drink or read a book. Abode is a good start, or a perfect 
ending and a breath of fresh air away from hectic but uber-
charming India. e

Abode hotel
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The globe in his hands
What started as a quest for his father’s 80th birthday gift 

turned into a two year-long pursuit to produce a handcrafted 
globe. Now, Peter Bellerby inspires wanderlust with his 

painstakingly made spheres. By Eunice Lew

M
aking his own globe was an uphill task from the get 
go. What Peter Bellerby thought would take four 
months stretched to a year, then two, as the Brit 

learnt that the traditional techniques within the niche globe-

producing perfectly spherical moulds –  had been lost. But ever 
the perfectionist, Bellerby doggedly went at it, and now his 
artisan globemaking company Bellerby & Co. produces up to 
300 globes a year, ranging from mini desk models to humongous 
orbs over four feet wide.

did you travel for inspiration?
Before I started the company I had just returned from my 

Europe. I wouldn’t say this inspired me to make globes, but 

me a newfound love of maps, and prepared me to concentrate on 
a new enterprise as I was all travelled-out. There is nothing like 
a few 36-hour train rides through India with nowhere to move 

on what you want to do with your life.

I most like putting on the last gore and seeing the world come 
together whole. If I had to choose though, I’d say the Gulf of 

I am an ambassador for the Elephant Family, a charity which 

Peter Bellerby

Bellerby & Co.’s 
Studio in London
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J BUDDHA PARK

Thanon Tha Deua
Vientiane, Laos 
Tel: +856 21 212 248

J DARJEELING
West Bengal, India

J DHARAMSALA 
Kangra, Himachal 
Pradesh, India
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London, UK
Tel: +44 20 7332 
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Malawi

J MAE HONG  
SON PROVINCE 
Northern Thailand

J SIKKIM 
Northwest India

J VICTORIA 
FALLS
Kazungula, Zambia

created two bespoke egg-shaped globes 
to be auctioned off, which meant that 
we had to recreate the cartography to be 
suited to an egg shape, and re-measure 
and recalculate every part of making the 
globe. Plus, there were extra challenges 
when laying the actual gores. We also 

around it so that the globe could be spun. 

Family raised a large sum.

We get a lot of peculiar emails with 
ideas, but few real orders. I think people 
mostly come to us because they have 
been searching for years for a quality 

want the world as is, with a few personal 
touches. The interesting thing is when 
we map people’s travels – for example 
one customer who had travelled through 

longing to visit any of them? 
There are still many places on my list. I 

stands out to me. The dunes in Namibia, 
Victoria Falls in Zambia and Zimbabwe are especially appealing. 
 Lake Malawi, one of the largest lakes in the world, was 

there a century and a half ago and is my distant relative! I would 
also like to explore Laos, particularly Luang Prabang, Vang 
Vieng, and Buddha Park in Vientiane. 

DESTINATION  
HITS

In India I still want to explore 
Kerala and the Himalayas, and 

start with a location that has drawn 

restaurants, parks, museums and 
buildings to visit either when I land 
or not much before my arrival.

 
you would have in one of your  

I love Thailand for how kind and gentle the people are and 

which is known for its 1,800-plus curves along the highway, 
and then back to Bangkok via the small roads that run parallel 
to the Burmese border. It allowed us to stop at remote caves 
and waterfalls. There was one particular location (whose name 
I can’t remember) in the middle of nowhere with a beautiful 

rocks to get to the tables. We were the only people there; it was  
pretty magical.

Where do you unwind in London? 
I don’t think I unwind in London, ever. But what I do like is 
riding my bike through the city at sunrise or just before, when 
the streets are empty and London feels like it’s just mine. No 
honking cabs, no tourists, no men in suits rushing to meetings – 
everything is still and you can take time to enjoy the architecture 
and explore the streets. I’d say Hampstead Heath is a real 
retreat. I always forget how big and beautiful it is. e

Marble Temple, 
Bangkok
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Naan the 
wiser

From knowing nothing about 
Indian food to loving every morsel, 

June Lee asks: why is it (still) so 
underappreciated in Singapore?

E
arlier this year, scientists discovered “what makes 
Indian food so delicious” (that’s the actual headline). 
Researchers at the Indian Institute for Technology 

in Jodhpur took a close look at over 2,500 recipes from a 
popular online recipe site, and concluded that the appeal of 

overlap. Noted the data crunchers, “We found that average 
 

than expected.”
 The takeaway, not just for Indian cuisine but any other 

cuisine, is that the complexity and taste of food is more 

such as green bell pepper, coriander or garam masala, “each 
of the spices is uniquely placed in its recipe to shape the 

study explained. In short, each Indian dish brings together 
ingredients that don’t intuitively go together.

drawn much the same conclusions 20 years ago. 
In my small hometown in Sarawak, I grew up with ethnic 

 
nary an Indian – who then made up about one percent of the 
state population. 

Moving to Singapore as a teenager in the 1990s, I made 

for the heady whirl of spices and smells that made my senses 
tingle. A stall serving creamy roasted eggplant in yoghurt and 
spices – a combination I could never have conjured up, raised on 
Malay and Hokkien food – became my weekly mainstay on my 
university’s campus. Visits to casual, inexpensive Race Course 
Road restaurants eventually morphed into backpacking trips  
through Rajasthan and Kerala, the latter is where Indian food 
found new expressions through Portuguese, Dutch, English 

saag 
paneer, or the dozens of iterations of chutney made from every 

conceivable fruit and vegetable. A properly grilled chicken 
tandoor is pure artistry. And when I started cooking, a tiny 

magical depth to everyday dishes like omelettes (thanks, Padma 
Lakshmi!)

cultural Singapore shared my enthusiasm for this great cuisine. 
In fact, it’s not even one homogenous cuisine but numerous; 

to grips with Punjabi tandoor and lassi, vegetarian Gujarati 
served on platters, rich creamy Kashmiri kormas, desert 
Rajasthani breads, and spicy Goan seafood. 

Trying to organise an outing to Little India often meets 

voted a group of dear friends recently. I’m pretty sure they eat 
more pizza than paratha, or Irish stew over rogan josh. 

I don’t claim to be anything more than an ardent voyager 
of Indian cuisine – homecooked dabbles at korma and roti aside, 
I’m happier when someone else cooks the dishes expertly, be 
it at a 
article in Serious Eats pointed out recently, “Where else can you 

entire Subcontinent in the area 
of less than one square mile?” My heart swelled as the writer 
expounds, “
the real deal and not watered down for Western palates; the 
neighbourhood’s restaurants cater to this city’s large, diverse and 
discerning South Asian population.”

Yet this square mile’s authenticity, affordability and vibrant 
choices are under threat. Cool boutique hotels, trendy tapas 
bars, chain restaurants and even swanky malls are elbowing 
into the area, and rents will inevitably rise. With nowhere else 

disappear without unwavering support from longstanding and 
new customers. 

Is there a way to increase the appreciation for desi dishes 

same time as Singapore, and has since embraced tandoori and 
curry as their own – chicken tikka masala, in fact, was invented 
in the U.K. 

While other cuisines have been hipsterised (think  

food being glamoured up in the same vein. Perhaps one way to 
preserve the food is through innovating it for new palates.  

So, is there a place for curries, dhals and naans among  
the younger, Westernised generation more used to comfortable 

 
its way to every palate – and receive the resonance that it  
richly deserves. e IL
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Asiatique Collections
14A Dempsey Road
Tel: 6471 3146

Boucheron
#L1-56 The Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands
Tel: 6737 1313

Cellarmaster Wines
#02-06 Henderson Industrial Park 
219 Henderson Road
Tel: 6766 5185

Chanel Cosmetics
#B1-134 The Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands
Tel: 6645 1970

Grand Vin
#08-139 TradeHub21
18 Boon Lay Way   
Tel: 6465 3081

Guerlain
TANGS at Tangs Plaza
Tel: 6733 3270

La Mer
Level 7 (SEVIIN), TANGS at Tangs Plaza
Tel: 6735 6762

La Prairie
#02-28 Metro Paragon
Tel: 6235 5087

L’Occitane
#B2-33 ION Orchard
Tel: 6509 9068

Monopole
#01-16, 23 Tagore Lane 
Tel: 6554 3680 

NuFace
Sephora
#01-05/06 ION Orchard
Tel: 6509 8255

Peter Thomas Roth  
Sephora
#01-05/06 ION Orchard
Tel: 6509 8255

Proof Living
#04-16 ION Orchard
Tel: 6509 0555

Shiva Designs Bespoke
www.shivadesignsbespoke.com
Tel: 9184 6049

Sisley Cosmetics
Metro Paragon
Tel: 6884 4170

SK-II
Metro Paragon
Tel: 6734 6422

Space Furniture 
77 Bencoolen Street
Tel: 6415 0000

Strange & Deranged
#01-09 Palais Renaissance Mall
Tel: 6737 9289
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Download a free QR 
Code Reader from 
your app store and 
scan the code on 
the left to save up to 
30% on your epicure 
subscription. 

MALAYSIA
(   ) 1 year (12 issues) – $142 SAVE 20%            
(   ) 2 years (24 issues) – $260 SAVE 30%

OTHER COUNTRIES
(   ) 1 year (12 issues) – $290 SAVE 20%            
(   ) 2 years (24 issues) – $574 SAVE 30%

ASIAN COUNTRIES
(   ) 1 year (12 issues) – $230 SAVE 20%            
(   ) 2 years (24 issues) – $442 SAVE 30%

SINGAPORE
(   ) 1 year (12 issues) – $82 SAVE 20%            
(   ) 2 years (24 issues) – $143 SAVE 30%
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PAYMENT DETAILS
Cheque payable to MAGAZINES INTEGRATED PTE LTD
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Fax this form to +65 6748 3453. Please send your cheque to Magazines Integrated Pte Ltd, 85 
Playfair Road, #04-02 Tong Yuan Building, Singapore 368000. For enquiries and other overseas 
subscription rates, please call +65 6848 6884 or email subscription@magsint.com 

November 2015

(   ) NEW SUBSCRIPTION      (   ) RENEWAL
Designed for 
bon vivants 
who share the 
belief that food 
is the ultimate 
universal 
language, 
epicure is on an 
enthusiastic 
quest to seek 

out the latest dining trends, sniff out 
remarkable wine vintages and uncover the 
dynamics and intricacies of the local and 
international culinary scene. 

celebrity chefs and winemakers, showcase 
exclusive recipes for entertaining as well 
as highlight the latest destinations for well-
travelled foodies. These insightful articles 
are complemented with lush, captivating 
photos to stimulate the senses.

WIN! 
Vouchers for 
Shirodhara 
Ayurvedic 

Treatment at 
St. Gregory 

Spa worth $180 
each when you 

subscribe to 
epicure – 12 

issues for $82. 

Three lucky subscribers to epicure will each receive a voucher for a Shirodhara Ayurvedic 

Treatment, available exclusively at St. Gregory Spa at PARKROYAL on Beach Road. The 

treatment is an ancient therapy originating from India, in which warm, soothing herbal oils 

are applied in a slow continuous rhythmic movement over the forehead to relieve mental 

tension, headaches, insomnia, and memory loss. The profoundly relaxing therapy induces 

deep rest for renewed energy and calm, mirroring the benefits of meditation.

 Take a break from the hectic pace of life and retreat into the tranquil environment of 

St. Gregory Spa. For a few precious moments, feel like the world is behind you. Have your 

energy revitalised and restored, and step out filled with a lightness of being. Let the healing 

hands of their therapists bring you into the state of ultimate relaxation for your mind and 

body. Level 4, PARKROYAL on Beach Road, 7500 Beach Road. Tel: 6505 5755
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Paying homage to its special 
relationship with India, 
Boucheron has launched the 
Bleu de Jodhpur line, 
presented under the 
patronage of the 
current Maharaja 
of Jodhpur, His 
Highness Gajsingh 
II. This latest 
High Jewellery 
collection 
consists of over 105 
designs and draws 
inspiration from 
the Blue City. The 
standout piece is the reversible 
Jodhpur necklace – its use 
of sapphire, rock crystals 
and diamonds a nod to the 
city’s archetypal blue and white  
houses. Price upon request. Available at 

Boucheron Singapore.

Sweeping and expressive, MYchair by Walter Knoll is a sculpture 
inspired by space. This immaculately designed piece tantalises the 
eye with its sleek upholstery, as well as curved and straight lines 

steel, come together with the moulded foam body and seat to form 
a powerful composition. MYchair also balances its aesthetic merit 
with high comfort levels, elegantly marrying form with function. It 
is customisable with a choice of leather. $5000 to $6000, depending on 

leather. Available at Proof Living.

Ditch the drab, generic kitchen for 
Varenna Poliform’s Phoenix system, 
which offers consumers a wide choice of 

a distinctly personalised composition. 
Pure, essential lines distinguish the 
exclusive model, while slim modules 
and recessed handles help reduce visual 
clutter, accentuating its clean look. Price 

upon request. Available at Space Furniture.

For the best in head-to-toe wellness, 
look no further than The Luxe 
House. Nestled amidst lush greenery 
in the tranquil Dempsey Hill, the 
spa lives up to its name; step foot 
into it and be greeted by a plush, 
elegant interior that sets the mood 
for one to luxuriate in its extensive 
wellness menu. In addition to the 
full suite of treatments, The Luxe 
House recently introduced a complete 
women’s wellness program that adopts 
a preventive and therapeutic health 
management approach. It includes 
breast and lymphatic wellness, as well 
as weight management treatments. 7A 

Dempsey Road. Tel: 6479 9997






